NIP's End of this Age thread.
Part 2

Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen Reducing POPPYCOCK
User ID: 1541191
United States
09/14/2011 09:29 PM

I would like to know how I could contact you. I am not sure if you have already answered this
question.
Quoting: RelaxingVibes

I am not taking new contacts right now, too busy. and I was collecting a lot of attacks thru my
contact form on the website so I closed it, and some of that came after I gave it to a couple folks
here.
RelaxingVibes
User ID: 1524358
United States
09/14/2011 09:57 PM
I would like to know how I could contact you. I am not sure if you have already answered this
question.
Quoting: RelaxingVibes

I am not taking new contacts right now, too busy. and I was collecting a lot of attacks thru my
contact form on the website so I closed it, and some of that came after I gave it to a couple folks
here.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Alright that is fine I wish that people could be more respectful to others. I have read your post
about people being saved from the earthquake/tsunami in japan. Will people be saved from every
major disaster or only a few ? I have been reading posts about the possibility of the new madrid
fault coming back to life and causing a big earthquake.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen Reducing POPPYCOCK
User ID: 1541191
United States
09/14/2011 10:20 PM
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I would like to know how I could contact you. I am not sure if you have already answered this
question.
Quoting: RelaxingVibes

I am not taking new contacts right now, too busy. and I was collecting a lot of attacks thru my
contact form on the website so I closed it, and some of that came after I gave it to a couple folks
here.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Alright that is fine I wish that people could be more respectful to others. I have read your post
about people being saved from the earthquake/tsunami in japan. Will people be saved from every
major disaster or only a few ? I have been reading posts about the possibility of the new madrid
fault coming back to life and causing a big earthquake.
Quoting: RelaxingVibes

they have saved in many circumstances, depends on the circumstances and where they can get
it. some people cannot be beamed, their bodies don't do it. the human body has to be prepared,
because of the lower dna levels here, which is why they started this stuff morn than 25 years ago
actually. Its' not an overnight process, and a lot of people that feel they have been "abducted"
were actually soul candidates to move upwards and are being prepared to be lifted off if and when
need be.
50% of people are not ensouled, they are automatons (robotoids) and cannot be beamed at all.
these are not prepared thusly, they can only be picked up in situations where craft can land, which
is not likely in many cases and they don't do well anyway aboard the higher energies. Just how it
is.

There are two methods. the levitation beam which is this.
most animals can do
these beams, automatons cannot, they are in a sense synthetic life, except they do reproduce.
The dark have created them extensively in underground labs and released them on the surface
since the early 1900s. They mate and make more automatons. These are slave people. It's widely
done on dark planets, sadly to my way of thinking. They are easy prey of the religions created to
control them and also of the military where they are considered "expendable" in war.
The other method is dematerialization to craft, and a goodly deal of preparation is necessary for
this, and this is used massively in case of nuclear catastrophe which has been prevented so far.
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In that case that is the ONLY way they can get people off the planet, they cannot come down low
and there is 15 minutes time to do it. and in many impending emergencies these ones are easily
lifted because they don't have to come own to do that.
the levitation beam has to be used down in the atmosphere because breathing is necessary. So it
has some limitations. If there is a axis shift, comet hitting the planet seriously, they have 30
minutes to 1 hour to evacuated the planet by levitation beam.
All ensouled beings are chipped to the New Jerusalem computers which also contain the
complete, soul records in the event on nuclear shit which does damage soul. These folks are
constantly worked on to make sure they CAN BE dematerialized to craft, because its the only way
to get them off the planet in those circumstances. This is the reason the black operatives put out
all the abduction stories. and the reason why they have to do preparations at night when people
sleep so they don't know what is going on.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1524358
United States
09/15/2011 02:20 AM

Wow! Thank you for all the information
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen Reducing POPPYCOCK
User ID: 1541191
United States
09/15/2011 09:23 AM

Wow! Thank you for all the information
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1524358

thankyou! this means a lot of me. I love to teach and share, it's second nature to me, always has
been, and what is going on now is exciting and wondrous and that's why I do it. it can be a great
experience at this end of one age and moving into the next dimensional experience. It's an
opportunity to massively grow the soul/mind, making it literally heavier. since what the mind knows
is stored on electrons and photons. it is the will of the father that become like him, knowing all
things, and this is a great time to add to the personal knowing of all things. Even if some of isn't so
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pleasant, its still part of knowing all things.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 09/15/2011 09:23 AM
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen Reducing POPPYCOCK
User ID: 1541191
United States
09/15/2011 11:17 AM

NEW from Hazel this morning. will move it to other glp threads once I have it copied right here. I
now have to post it to my site, place the copyright notice, collect the link and add that back to the
post on my site, so that folks here and elsewhere don't get in trouble for copy right issues. takes
more time than it used to. Christ MIchael for those needing it still, is Michael of Nebadon, the
Creator Son who manifested here with Esu Immanuel as Jesus 2000 years ago and both are
returned, separately this time but still working together.
The Nature of Timing-'My hour has not yet come’-‘My hour has come.’ Christ Michael
These words were scripted as words I repeated several times during my earthy incarnation.
Indeed it was all about timing then and it is all about timing now. MY reference to time is not in
respect of the temporal existence of daily measurements but simply readiness in terms of
appropriate events and frameworks in place for the unfolding of the master plan. Timing is
therefore referenced to preparedness.

Time as you know it is fickle. It bespeaks of rigid adherence to notions and expectations which
may or may not materialise. The divine plan is not governed by time but by other grander
elements, many of which you will not comprehend. A synergy must exist in the energy spanning
the universe of time and space and I will know when that time is here.

Certainly however, your planet is in the throes of momentous times of change. The clouds are
lifting now allowing the light in with the hope that man will find his sight. In fact this has been the
order of things for a while now bearing however little fruit. The resulting response to the light has
not been as effusive as expected. Yet even God cannot and will not control how and when man
decides to awaken. The planet operates in cycles and it is no secret that her cycle has in spirit
terms ended. The wrapping up work is taking place to engender the plans to fulfilment. I AM not
here however to speak to you of the timing of events. You ones have become too accustomed to
linear perspectives and this has created an impediment to higher understanding of cosmic
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workings.

I want to emphasise the need during these changeable times for each child to consider whether
his or her time has come and what the implications are for you in this respect.

Deep in the consciousness of each one is a light that will burn with desire so brightly when the
time has come, that it will be a hunger too great to be left unsatisfied. If you remain in communion
with the Source or with ME, you will be in no doubt as to the certainty of this eventuality when it
occurs. Every part of you will literally scream-my time has come. For what you may ask? Simply to
serve the divine will in a way that suits your skills, talents and abilities. You will simply know.

Service has many dimensions to it and God does not compare how one serves in comparison to
another. The concern lies in the motivation of that service. For God accepts the path of each
differs and the endowments of each will differ.

Every moment in your life is precious and must not be wasted. This is your life, you must make of
it and with it as you choose but preferably in accordance with the greater will. You cannot
abandon life, you live life, you enjoy the blessings in your life and you create the reality you seek
in your individual world.

I walked this earth also as man and I endured many experiences. I too was eager to start my
mission or ministry. Yet the will of my Father took precedence. HE knew what I had to accomplish
before I was ready to complete the task at hand and return to assume Sovereignty of Nebadon.
Always was I in communion that I would know when the time had come for ME. The years
preceding that was spent in humble acknowledgement that I needed to grow and learn from my
experiences and face life head on and full on. I engaged in a humble yet fulfilling livelihood. I
partook of physical work which kept my body fit and mind active. I also took the opportunity to
engage in a private ministry without ceremony. I helped where and when the opportunities
presented themselves. I remained committed to the guidance of those who sought it from ME.

I did not hide away from the world. I was inclined to know the peoples of the world, to understand
humanity if I were to determine the way to help them understand my Father’s kingdom. I had to
understand their motivations, expectations and desires. I turned away no one yet was carful and
wise in my dealings with all.

The journey on earth was never promised to be an easy one but you cannot run away from it
because it does not suit your purpose or because it becomes exhausting to deal with.

If your hour has not yet come, then I suggest that you evaluate your life and find your passion and
determine how best you can prepare yourself to further and develop your passion. Stay attuned to
MY energy within you and I shall lead you to make a healthy contribution. I urge you MY children
to enjoy your experience for many of you shall not be returning to earth after the changes
manifest.
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I say to those of you who know that your hour has come, you must resolutely acknowledge it and
take up the baton of truth and begin to live your purpose. Readiness is a signal of spiritual
preparedness and confidence to assume greater responsibility in MY name. It requires total
relinquishment and surrender to spirit. You must not only desire and have the motivations to serve
but also be disciplined in your efforts. I have precious few who are firmly committed and I need
those of you for whom the bell has sounded to seek counsel as to how you can go about MY
business fearlessly. Many of you have come for this very purpose so do not ignore the call.

This is a time when your faith will be put to the test. I have never and will never forsake my faithful.
In all things trust ME but do not use MY plans as an excuse to bail out from your responsibilities. If
you seek ME I will guide your path and show you the way to a fulfilling life. I will sustain you when
you choose the divine pathway.

When your hour has come you will do as I did and seek total communion with the Source; that you
may be given instructions and directions in service. I will give to you the wherewithal that you may
satisfy MY plans for you.

Life cannot be viewed as a burden but as a blessing and you are here to find the pleasure of God
in all things and be a beacon of light and joy. You are to be the exemplars today that will lead the
blind out of bondage. Strengthen yourselves in my armour .You are the courageous ones who are
streamlined in MY energy. If you cannot sustain now how will you sustain when the going really
gets tough.

Christ Michael is not here to rescue you- but to work with you to help you rescue your world from
the clutches of darkness. It is thus imperative that you shine your light as brightly as you can for
this is much needed now in a world that has grown very tired and has become weak under the
governance of the dark.

I AM your Father, ONE with the Paradise Father whose will shall be done. Perfection is the order
of Paradise and this Divine Plan shall be executed with precision and perfection. Time cannot
purchase perfection if readiness is not achieved.

PS: form Hazel- CM is not mentioning anything to me about timing of stasis. HE is not saying. This
was not the focus of the piece. HE obliquely refers to the divine plan etc
*******************
[link to abundanthope.net]

This piece is under copyright protection of [link to www.abundanthope.net] It may be placed
anywhere on the web as long as it is not changed in anyway and a link placed back to this site. It
is preferred you place the entire piece, and if not possible to do so, you must note that the rest of
it can be found at the link. Thankyou, Candace.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 09/15/2011 12:05 PM
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(:-DeeZe
User ID: 1526377
United States
09/15/2011 12:03 PM
Re: NIP's End of this Age thread.
NEW from Hazel this morning. will move it to other glp threads once I have it copied right here. I
now have to post it to my site, place the copyright notice, collect the link and add that back to the
post on my site, so that folks here and elsewhere don't get in trouble for copy right issues. takes
more time than it used to. Christ MIchael for those needing it still, is Michael of Nebadon, the
Creator Son who manifested here with Esu Immanuel as Jesus 2000 years ago and both are
returned, separately this time but still working together.
The Nature of Timing-'My hour has not yet come’-‘My hour has come.’ Christ Michael
These words were scripted as words I repeated several times during my earthy incarnation.
Indeed it was all about timing then and it is all about timing now. MY reference to time is not in
respect of the temporal existence of daily measurements but simply readiness in terms of
appropriate events and frameworks in place for the unfolding of the master plan. Timing is
therefore referenced to preparedness.

Time as you know it is fickle. It bespeaks of rigid adherence to notions and expectations which
may or may not materialise. The divine plan is not governed by time but by other grander
elements, many of which you will not comprehend. A synergy must exist in the energy spanning
the universe of time and space and I will know when that time is here.

Certainly however, your planet is in the throes of momentous times of change. The clouds are
lifting now allowing the light in with the hope that man will find his sight. In fact this has been the
order of things for a while now bearing however little fruit. The resulting response to the light has
not been as effusive as expected. Yet even God cannot and will not control how and when man
decides to awaken. The planet operates in cycles and it is no secret that her cycle has in spirit
terms ended. The wrapping up work is taking place to engender the plans to fulfilment. I AM not
here however to speak to you of the timing of events. You ones have become too accustomed to
linear perspectives and this has created an impediment to higher understanding of cosmic
workings.

I want to emphasise the need during these changeable times for each child to consider whether
his or her time has come and what the implications are for you in this respect.

Deep in the consciousness of each one is a light that will burn with desire so brightly when the
time has come, that it will be a hunger too great to be left unsatisfied. If you remain in communion
with the Source or with ME, you will be in no doubt as to the certainty of this eventuality when it
occurs. Every part of you will literally scream-my time has come. For what you may ask? Simply to
serve the divine will in a way that suits your skills, talents and abilities. You will simply know.

Service has many dimensions to it and God does not compare how one serves in comparison to
another. The concern lies in the motivation of that service. For God accepts the path of each
differs and the endowments of each will differ.
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Every moment in your life is precious and must not be wasted. This is your life, you must make of
it and with it as you choose but preferably in accordance with the greater will. You cannot
abandon life, you live life, you enjoy the blessings in your life and you create the reality you seek
in your individual world.

I walked this earth also as man and I endured many experiences. I too was eager to start my
mission or ministry. Yet the will of my Father took precedence. HE knew what I had to accomplish
before I was ready to complete the task at hand and return to assume Sovereignty of Nebadon.
Always was I in communion that I would know when the time had come for ME. The years
preceding that was spent in humble acknowledgement that I needed to grow and learn from my
experiences and face life head on and full on. I engaged in a humble yet fulfilling livelihood. I
partook of physical work which kept my body fit and mind active. I also took the opportunity to
engage in a private ministry without ceremony. I helped where and when the opportunities
presented themselves. I remained committed to the guidance of those who sought it from ME.

I did not hide away from the world. I was inclined to know the peoples of the world, to understand
humanity if I were to determine the way to help them understand my Father’s kingdom. I had to
understand their motivations, expectations and desires. I turned away no one yet was carful and
wise in my dealings with all.

The journey on earth was never promised to be an easy one but you cannot run away from it
because it does not suit your purpose or because it becomes exhausting to deal with.

If your hour has not yet come, then I suggest that you evaluate your life and find your passion and
determine how best you can prepare yourself to further and develop your passion. Stay attuned to
MY energy within you and I shall lead you to make a healthy contribution. I urge you MY children
to enjoy your experience for many of you shall not be returning to earth after the changes
manifest.

I say to those of you who know that your hour has come, you must resolutely acknowledge it and
take up the baton of truth and begin to live your purpose. Readiness is a signal of spiritual
preparedness and confidence to assume greater responsibility in MY name. It requires total
relinquishment and surrender to spirit. You must not only desire and have the motivations to serve
but also be disciplined in your efforts. I have precious few who are firmly committed and I need
those of you for whom the bell has sounded to seek counsel as to how you can go about MY
business fearlessly. Many of you have come for this very purpose so do not ignore the call.

This is a time when your faith will be put to the test. I have never and will never forsake my faithful.
In all things trust ME but do not use MY plans as an excuse to bail out from your responsibilities. If
you seek ME I will guide your path and show you the way to a fulfilling life. I will sustain you when
you choose the divine pathway.

When your hour has come you will do as I did and seek total communion with the Source; that you
may be given instructions and directions in service. I will give to you the wherewithal that you may
satisfy MY plans for you.
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Life cannot be viewed as a burden but as a blessing and you are here to find the pleasure of God
in all things and be a beacon of light and joy. You are to be the exemplars today that will lead the
blind out of bondage. Strengthen yourselves in my armour .You are the courageous ones who are
streamlined in MY energy. If you cannot sustain now how will you sustain when the going really
gets tough.

Christ Michael is not here to rescue you- but to work with you to help you rescue your world from
the clutches of darkness. It is thus imperative that you shine your light as brightly as you can for
this is much needed now in a world that has grown very tired and has become weak under the
governance of the dark.

I AM your Father, ONE with the Paradise Father whose will shall be done. Perfection is the order
of Paradise and this Divine Plan shall be executed with precision and perfection. Time cannot
purchase perfection if readiness is not achieved.

PS: form Hazel- CM is not mentioning anything to me about timing of stasis. HE is not saying. This
was not the focus of the piece. HE obliquely refers to the divine plan etc
*******************
[link to abundanthope.net]

This piece is under copyright protection of [link to www.abundanthope.net] It may be placed
anywhere on the web as long as it is not changed in anyway and a link placed back to this site. It
is preferred you place the entire piece, and if not possible to do so, you must note that the rest of
it can be found at the link. Thankyou, Candace.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
THANK YOU!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Our Father always provides us with what we need, when we need it.

Last Edited by (:-DeeZe on 09/15/2011 07:42 PM
Be With God
User ID: 1491467
United States
09/15/2011 12:37 PM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation
Re: NIP's End of this Age thread.
The Nature of Timing-'My hour has not yet come’-‘My hour has come.’ Christ Michael
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
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Thanks Candace!
So if we want to serve and develope our spirit but are not able to do because of whatever reason,
we can pray to our Father CM for help?
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen Reducing POPPYCOCK
User ID: 1541191
United States
09/15/2011 01:02 PM

The Nature of Timing-'My hour has not yet come’-‘My hour has come.’ Christ Michael
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Thanks Candace!
So if we want to serve and develope our spirit but are not able to do because of whatever reason,
we can pray to our Father CM for help?
Quoting: Be With God

I would suggest that or ask your guardian angel for help. Most of this time this is due to the fact
you have forgotton who you are and how to listen. This is a tough planet and extra star seeds
incarnated because of that, because typically the wake up rate is about 20% on dark planets, and
this is amongst the darkest and the mission special so extras game just in case. The wake up rate
has been way less than 20% because of the intense density here which causes forgetfulness and
the excellent propaganda system! YOu have to give the black brothers some credit there, which is
the why of the statement in the bible about the elect that might be fooled!!!!!!
if you do not meditate, now would be a time to begin learning to quiet the mind.
Be With God
User ID: 1491467
United States
09/15/2011 03:49 PM
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

I would suggest that or ask your guardian angel for help. Most of this time this is due to the fact
you have forgotton who you are and how to listen. This is a tough planet and extra star seeds
incarnated because of that, because typically the wake up rate is about 20% on dark planets, and
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this is amongst the darkest and the mission special so extras game just in case. The wake up rate
has been way less than 20% because of the intense density here which causes forgetfulness and
the excellent propaganda system! YOu have to give the black brothers some credit there, which is
the why of the statement in the bible about the elect that might be fooled!!!!!!
if you do not meditate, now would be a time to begin learning to quiet the mind.

Thanks Candace. Yes I have problem I have meditated for a while and did serve, but I was
trapped by the dark while on duty and made a mistake. I was able to turn back and repent myself.
However, the consequence of my mistake is still holding me back from serving again (that’s the
purpose of the dark). I am praying so hard to the Source God and Father CM to give me another
chance to start all over and protect me. I’ll continue to pray until I am free to serve again. I hope
Gods hear me.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen Reducing POPPYCOCK
User ID: 1541191
United States
09/15/2011 04:01 PM

Quoting: Nobody in Particular

I would suggest that or ask your guardian angel for help. Most of this time this is due to the fact
you have forgotton who you are and how to listen. This is a tough planet and extra star seeds
incarnated because of that, because typically the wake up rate is about 20% on dark planets, and
this is amongst the darkest and the mission special so extras game just in case. The wake up rate
has been way less than 20% because of the intense density here which causes forgetfulness and
the excellent propaganda system! YOu have to give the black brothers some credit there, which is
the why of the statement in the bible about the elect that might be fooled!!!!!!
if you do not meditate, now would be a time to begin learning to quiet the mind.
Quoting: Be With God

Thanks Candace. Yes I have problem I have meditated for a while and did serve, but I was
trapped by the dark while on duty and made a mistake. I was able to turn back and repent myself.
However, the consequence of my mistake is still holding me back from serving again (that’s the
purpose of the dark). I am praying so hard to the Source God and Father CM to give me another
chance to start all over and protect me. I’ll continue to pray until I am free to serve again. I hope
Gods hear me.

a lot of people have accidently served the dark. YOu said it was a mistake, so beloved forgive
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YOURSELF, for the rule is that the Father has forgiven even you you asked, shit happens you
know. Forgive completely. I am sure you have analyzed whatever it was half to death now, so
forgive so you can move forward. All is learning and mistake allow us to make fewer of them in
similar situations the next time. There were in fact serious mistake made 2000 years ago too.
Nothing goes "perfect " on this planet for anyone. You are ALWAYS given another chance. Even
the super thugs are given another chance, always. For if they have learned once they turn to the
light they have great knowledge.
Get over your guilt and you shall walk again. Never let guilt over errors prevent your moving
forward.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 09/15/2011 04:04 PM
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen Reducing POPPYCOCK
User ID: 1541191
United States
09/15/2011 04:06 PM

Quoting: Nobody in Particular

I would suggest that or ask your guardian angel for help. Most of this time this is due to the fact
you have forgotton who you are and how to listen. This is a tough planet and extra star seeds
incarnated because of that, because typically the wake up rate is about 20% on dark planets, and
this is amongst the darkest and the mission special so extras game just in case. The wake up rate
has been way less than 20% because of the intense density here which causes forgetfulness and
the excellent propaganda system! YOu have to give the black brothers some credit there, which is
the why of the statement in the bible about the elect that might be fooled!!!!!!
if you do not meditate, now would be a time to begin learning to quiet the mind.
Quoting: Be With God

Thanks Candace. Yes I have problem I have meditated for a while and did serve, but I was
trapped by the dark while on duty and made a mistake. I was able to turn back and repent myself.
However, the consequence of my mistake is still holding me back from serving again (that’s the
purpose of the dark). I am praying so hard to the Source God and Father CM to give me another
chance to start all over and protect me. I’ll continue to pray until I am free to serve again. I hope
Gods hear me. I must not know how to use one of the quote features-C

I know you live well, even with errors. Start by writing down the godly things you do now and
probably did then too. The most important service now is to stand in your Shoes, whatever your
circumstances and BE THE WAY to those around you. many around are going to seriously need
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YOUR EXAMPLE. And some services, its not time for, perhaps now IS the time. be open to what
walks into your life.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 09/15/2011 04:12 PM
Be With God
User ID: 1551782
United States
09/15/2011 07:34 PM
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

I know you live well, even with errors. Start by writing down the godly things you do now and
probably did then too. The most important service now is to stand in your Shoes, whatever your
circumstances and BE THE WAY to those around you. many around are going to seriously need
YOUR EXAMPLE. And some services, its not time for, perhaps now IS the time. be open to what
walks into your life.
Quoting: Be With God

Thank you so much for your advice! I'll keep them in mind and will do my best.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen Reducing POPPYCOCK
User ID: 1541191
United States
09/16/2011 10:40 AM

I was in the mood to collect unposted on usgs quakes 4+ yesterday. there were six unposted 6+
yeseterday, for a total on 9 known ones.
11:58 36.24 S 175.54 W 33 K deep mb 5.1 A EAST OF NORTH ISLAND, N.Z.
North Pacific Ocean mb=6.4 12:04 UTC 17.01 N 151.06 listed as east of Mariana Islands.
also Marshall Islands region mb 6.2 12:00 Utc
Norwegian Sea 9:49 utcmb 4.4 important for widespread locations
TURKS AND CAICOS ISLANDS REGION 8:44 UTC 5.5 mb
8:39 utc mb 4.7 WESTERN SAUDI ARABIA
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mb 6.4 EAST OF NORTH ISLAND, N.Z. 8:00 UTC (not the 7:53 quake on usgs for NZ
1:50 Utc mb 4.3 EASTERN KAZAKHSTAN
1:40 UTC mb 4.4 NORTH ATLANTIC OCEAN
1:49 UTC 4.2 NORTHERN XINJIANG, CHINA
If I remember I will edit this during the day
13:35 UTC mb 4.9 SOUTHWESTERN SAKHA, RUSSIA
Ok heres some more since my last edit.
15:28 utc mb 4.9 CENTRAL KAZAKHSTAN
15:16 utc mb 4.2 WESTERN RUSSIA

18:48 utc mb 4.6 NORWEGIAN SEA
19:28 utc mb 5.9 A EAST OF AUSTRALIA
19:32utc mb 6.1 (33k) KERMADEC ISLANDS, NEW
ZEALAND
19:37 utc 47.52 N 160.99 W 10 mb 6.6 A SOUTH OF ALASKA
19:38 utc 55.66 N 161.95 W 10 mb 6.6[/b] ALASKA
PENINSULA
19:52 utc 11.36 S 19.15 E 33 mb 5.6 A ANGOLA
20:27 utc mb 4.2 A JILIN, CHINA
20:26 utc mb 4.9 M EASTERN HONSHU, JAPAN
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 09/16/2011 10:40 AM
(:-DeeZe
User ID: 1526377
United States
09/16/2011 12:04 PM
Posted by Dutchsinse yesterday.
9/15/2011 -- FOURTEEN 6.0+ magnitude eathquakes in 14 days! Global Earthquake Overview
http://youtu.be/0BALOHIFxyM
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Last Edited by (:-DeeZe on 09/16/2011 12:08 PM
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen Reducing POPPYCOCK
User ID: 1541191
United States
09/16/2011 12:09 PM

Posted by Dutchsinse yesterday.
9/15/2011 -- FOURTEEN 6.0+ magnitude eathquakes in 14 days! Global Earthquake Overview

Quoting: (:-DeeZe

if I had kept tract for a week, it might be more than that but I don't know his source and some
quake on some sources are dublicated reports. Not sure I want to listen to one of his long
presentations today.
(:-DeeZe
User ID: 1526377
United States
09/16/2011 10:21 PM
I just watched this and was so impressed, I wanted to share it here.
http://youtu.be/WibmcsEGLKo

Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen Reducing POPPYCOCK
User ID: 1541191
United States
09/16/2011 10:46 PM
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I just watched this and was so impressed, I wanted to share it here.

Quoting: (:-DeeZe

well this is a nice updated version of charlie chaplins speech. made modern to our situation, the
world hasn't changed much for the better
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1228061
Canada
09/16/2011 10:58 PM
How many cats do you have NIP? They are conduits to the spiritual world I think.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen Reducing POPPYCOCK
User ID: 1541191
United States
09/16/2011 11:06 PM

How many cats do you have NIP? They are conduits to the spiritual world I think.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1228061

Private information, one was murdered once on purpose to send me a message. Cats simply
connect with nature and GAIAS mind like all animals, a skill most humans have forgotten or don't
have because of downgraded dna.
I really need to get a piece done I started one night when I awoke motivated to write and then
wagged out before I was done, which includes connection to gaias mind by the animals as part of
that. cats are amongst the most evolved of the animals on this plane, that is why their
independence. three of mine in past years have even received father fragments, they in effect
became human, meaning a real ability to think ahead. Sara, the one murdered, so wanted to
become a people and have hands. she was so in love with living, so self aware and so wanting to
consciously grow herself. In her next life she will have those hands. And some day after the long
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stasis, a book will be written called Conversations with Sara, WHat Cats know, for children. She
was incredibly telepathic. She received her father fragment when she was two. The average for
new humans is 5. And she KNEW she was going to be a "People" next time.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 09/16/2011 11:13 PM
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1228061
Canada
09/17/2011 12:24 AM
How many cats do you have NIP? They are conduits to the spiritual world I think.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1228061

Private information, one was murdered once on purpose to send me a message. Cats simply
connect with nature and GAIAS mind like all animals, a skill most humans have forgotten or don't
have because of downgraded dna.
I really need to get a piece done I started one night when I awoke motivated to write and then
wagged out before I was done, which includes connection to gaias mind by the animals as part of
that. cats are amongst the most evolved of the animals on this plane, that is why their
independence. three of mine in past years have even received father fragments, they in effect
became human, meaning a real ability to think ahead. Sara, the one murdered, so wanted to
become a people and have hands. she was so in love with living, so self aware and so wanting to
consciously grow herself. In her next life she will have those hands. And some day after the long
stasis, a book will be written called Conversations with Sara, WHat Cats know, for children. She
was incredibly telepathic. She received her father fragment when she was two. The average for
new humans is 5. And she KNEW she was going to be a "People" next time.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Wow. Just. Wow.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen Reducing POPPYCOCK
User ID: 1541191
United States
09/17/2011 12:25 PM

as to the cat story above, this being a seed planet for creating new souls for the ever expanding
creation, these are created essentially thru the animals, although mind/soul does start even before
the plants, in the creation of air, all is the living god.
now there are angels who specialize in this. animal souls while still as group soul are moved up
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into increasingly complex bodies which causes mind to grow some more. This starts really at the
level of frogs and the like. a whole group soul will be moved into a more complex "temple" in
which to experience. Animals in the wild are often moved into animals forms that man chooses to
have as pets, because this takes the animal out of the wild and places them obviously in an
entirely different experience, one of living with other entities, particularly people.
At the time any animal at any level, develops a self awareness of it's existance, its individual soul
is born, and the electrons which store the knowledge are bounded naturally by an inert gas which
keeps them all together, in a single package, and thus a new individual is born, and then usually
this new individual is put where it needs to be for more experience of growth. and when ready
again into bodies where they will have human contact. When you notice animals that are almost
human, they ARE almost human!!!!! And in time these animal souls will start a journey in a human
body. Usually the thought adjuster, father fragment does not come until this journey is started, but
on earth now (and this is the norm eventually anyway) its beginning to happen more and more
before this little soul has left its animal form. I cared for a dog of my neighbors once that I would
suspect this will happen to it too.
The thought adjuster comes when desire manifests and conscious good moral choices are made.
II am not sure what Sara did as to that conscious moral choice, but this cat was full of those and
the burning desire to grow into MORE. Self determination (free will) had become manifest in her.
Tesla knew of the almost human, here's a nice story he wrote. from [link to www.tfcbooks.com]
We owned a horse which had been presented to us by a dear friend. It was a magnificent animal
of Arabian breed, possest of almost human intelligence, and was cared for and petted by the
whole family, having on one occasion saved my father's life under remarkable circumstances. My
father had been called one winter night to perform an urgent duty and while crossing the
mountains, infested by wolves, the horse became frightened and ran away, throwing him violently
to the ground. It arrived home bleeding and exhausted, but after the alarm was sounded
immediately dashed off again, returning to the spot, and before the searching party were far on
the way they were met by my father, who had recovered consciousness and remounted, not
realizing that he had been lying in the snow for several hours.
(candace comment, and that may have just gained a thought adjuster for that horse! It may now
be traveling in a human form, whether it got a father fragment then or not.)
A lovely story of the first two Humans (who were in human forms at that time) that arose from the
seeding of the planet can be read in the Urantia Book. Papers 62 and 63. These are "readable"
and might be a nice place to start if one has been resisting the UB. [link to www.urantia.org] after
you read there, the first human family starts later in that paper, just click go to paper 63. It will give
one a good idea of what constitutes the conditions to receive a Thought adjuster. Now earth has
had man on it since the times of the dinosaurs, because people have migrated here from other
planets also. There are human type skeletons with dinosaurs which completely of course blows off
the evolution story presented. Some of earths animals have also been brought by migrating folks,
such as the pouch animals in australia. Earth's first evolved human beings, as you will read
above, still lived in the trees but thought themselves different and were encouraged to move and
separate themselves from the other to found the first human race.
The purpose of evolution IS to develop MIND that can evolve itself. Saracat had that! That is what
"free will" means when you see the term. There are folks in human bodies today that never
receive a thought adjuster, mind is not normal in them, and these are the automatons with the
down graded DNA. These ones can even become generals, teachers and the like, but there is no
true self thinking going on. Sara did a LOT OF self thinking and conscious observation of what
she saw in her life and then conscious self determination in her desire to become "a people". this
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was her true desire! A lovely example of desire to me and she will be immortalized for it, if I get to
write my book. animals at this point to have this desire because they like what they see and
DESIRE to become like you, whom they see sort of as like their gods. BE good Gods!!!!!
And some of you who are older and have had quite a few pets who have passed may even find
one of these returning to you in another life. If you have a pet that reminds you a lot of a pet you
used to have in your family, consider this may be the same soul returned for more experience with
you.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 09/17/2011 12:33 PM
(:-DeeZe
User ID: 1526377
United States
09/19/2011 12:28 PM
I thought I would share the latest message from Montague Keen.
Some of the things he talks about are similar to what you have been saying Candace. (stasis type
event)
Candace, if you feel this is not appropriate to your thread, feel free to remove this post.
Blessings to all during these times.............

Message from Montague Keen September 18, 2011
Greetings, my dear. This has been a week when you have seen information released that you
never expected to see in your lifetime. Those people who professed to be of the Light while
collaborating with the Dark Entities to gain control of humanity, have been exposed. They have
nowhere to hide. They now feel the hand of justice on their shoulder; they will answer for their
crimes. Their removal from the scene will take a little longer but it will happen, as sure as night
follows day. Their crimes against innocent children are the most difficult to deal with. They
preached love, but delivered the most evil control system which was all based on lies. Their lies
controlled every aspect of your lives. You were even programmed to expect to die at a particular
age. The vaccines were laced with strains of virus to ensure you became ill with cancer or other
serious illness; some people reacted differently, but it ensured the ill health that would create
great profits plus your demise. Everything was stacked up against you: contaminated food, etc., to
remove you from the planet. Sadly, you were taught to trust implicitly those who were destroying
you.
They feed off your fear; they thrive on it. This is why you are constantly being told who you must
fear. It's all well planned out. They have a list of potential "enemies". Discussions are happening
right now as to when to go ahead with Project Bluebeam *). They plan to use their own "space
ships" to pretend that aliens are threatening you. They do not care how many die in the process. It
will be used to extract yet more taxes and impose more control. This is where people of the light,
who are awake to what is being done, should speak out. Assure others that this is part of a big
hoax. It's all an illusion. They are running out of money. They are squeezing countries for more
and more as they are losing control of the financial system which they fraudulently put in place,
many years ago. The new system is almost ready to be unveiled. This will, of course, be a
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temporary measure, until money can be fazed out altogether and you return once more to a
method of bartering, as happened in ancient times. It was very successful. It never caused war or
famine. There was plenty for all.
You will become aware of huge waves of love. You know that the Cabal do not ‘do' love. They will
try to destroy it, they cannot cope with the good energy of love. We have talked of the three days
when it's best to sleep, and so allow us to do what has to be done to remove the illusion that you
now call "life". You have nothing to fear, you are just stepping out of the prison that has kept you
under their control. The changes that will naturally happen to planet Earth: the removal through
earthquakes, etc., of several parts of the Earth, is necessary, as they have become so corrupt that
they cannot be redeemed.
People will be removed in three waves: the people who will leave Earth in the first wave have
already agreed to this; they are evolved, and will set up centres to receive the second and third
waves of people. Those who remain on the surface of Earth are those who are so locked into the
fear and control of the Cabal that they stay to become their slaves. Many of your young people
chose to be on Earth at this time to use their pure energy to assist others to go forward. Quite a
few of you have experienced the head spinning, plus strange sensations in the body that are used
to restore your DNA and help to prepare you for full consciousness. This has been a work in
progress for a long time, but the time is right, now, to make the shift. Please ensure that you have
sufficient food stored, so that during the Transition, when supplies cannot be delivered or
produced, that you have stored enough to sustain yourself. Water is important, plus all the basic
necessities of life. Candles are essential also. There is absolutely nothing to fear, see it as a great
adventure. Planet Earth is going through a massive change that will remove all who should not be
there. Earth will once more take her place in the universe. It will be very exciting for all those who
studied other planets, crop circles, UFOs, etc. John Mack is incredibly excited. We have worked
hard to bring this about. When the energy changes - it is happening even as we write - we will be
able to show ourselves, though some may view this prospect with alarm ! We are among you
much more than you realise. I know you know, my dear, as I continue to make my presence
known to you and our guests - much to their surprise, sometimes.
Keep your spirits up. You have much to look forward to. To all the countries which are worried
about repaying the debt that was imposed on them: it was a scam that should never have
happened. You were not dealing with honest people. I would like to take this opportunity to assure
them that all debt will be wiped out when the new system comes in. You have only a few weeks to
wait. Their days are numbered. It is time for them to bow out, to return all they have dishonestly
taken from you. This is the time when men of integrity such as Mr Enda Kenny (Ireland), must step
forward to guide the way to honest politics. He is much admired and appreciated on both sides of
life. A man you can trust. The restoration of Ireland - its true history - is a priority. It is only then
that Man will fully understand the enormity of the deception perpetrated on all mankind. When I
first passed to Spirit and I saw all this for the first time, I asked you to study ancient Ireland. You
could hardly believe what you were uncovering. The whole course of history was changed for
profit and control. They believed that they had destroyed the evidence. They cannot hide from
Spirit. We have access to everything, we cannot be silenced.
Do please take time to take care of yourself, for me. Your adoring husband, Monty.
Website: The Montague Keen Foundation
[link to www.montaguekeen.com]
* Although we respect Montague's Keen's opinion, we would like to remind our readers that
the contacts of practically all our other channelers have reassured us that no staged alien
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invasion will be allowed by the Galactic Federation:
October 10, 2010: Hatonn, through Suzy Ward:
"Also I want to debunk the warning that aliens posing as friends really are base entities who want
to take over your world. Hogwash! The light grid around the planet prevents any civilization with
dark intentions from being anywhere near Earth. And if the bad guys try to put their own “secret”
craft in the skies and bring out some of the Greys living underground and claim it’s an invasion,
we can stop that charade before it gets going."
September 14, 2010: The Sirians, through Sheldan Nidle:
"Concerning the intentions of the dark ones, they have been told repeatedly that nuclear
destruction is not an option; neither is the ploy of a false space-invasion display, which they have
attempted to stage repeatedly."
October 12, 2010: The Federation of Light, through Blossom Goodchild:
Blossom: There seems to be a lot of fear mongering being spread (so what’s new?) regarding the
darker forces of earth ‘staging’ an alien invasion..
The Federation of Light: "How could it be dear ones, with all this talk of Ascension, with the
promises we have made you, that an invasion is to take place?"
December 7, 2009: SaLuSa, through Mike Quinsey:
"We are currently preventing the staging of an incident that was intended to discredit our name."
(:-DeeZe
User ID: 1526377
United States
09/20/2011 09:04 PM
Came across this interesting site today.
I wouldn't say it is 100% accurate, but appears to be pretty good. Lots of Urantia material.
[link to www.revelatorium.com]

Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen Reducing POPPYCOCK
User ID: 1541191
United States
09/20/2011 09:55 PM

Came across this interesting site today.
I wouldn't say it is 100% accurate, but appears to be pretty good. Lots of Urantia material.
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[link to www.revelatorium.com]

Quoting: (:-DeeZe

its good the first part and then the cia stuff starts in! you will see.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen Reducing POPPYCOCK
User ID: 1541191
United States
09/22/2011 04:58 PM

Hi everyone, surely you have noticed all the rumors about Elenin being in alignment and all those
folks coming to Denver during that time in the vacinity of September 27th. I made this post today
on the forum in answer to questions there.
*************

I will say however, but we are not covering this publicly, the elite do have some plans for those
days. In addition there are rumors being put out that there will be the 3 days of darkness as the
mysterious planet x, nibiru, brown dwarf et all passes between the earth and the sun. Mercury
remains "real" as far as I know, and it never does this, cause any darkness or other changes.
Although the real venus is on the other side of the sun at all times, it would not do so either.
But if the massive brown dwarf, nibiru, planet x big thingy (every one of them is "larger" than
earth) did do this, we would be in a world of trouble and there would be evacuation time going on
for real. An object of that size (Nibiru if it were here, is about 10 times earth), would do something.
The density of the brown dwarf is massive, and it would really do something and if it came
crashing thru the solar system, believe me by now, lots of other planets and asteroids would be
putting on quite a show.
The brown dwarf as I have covered before, IS real, and is a balance wheel of sorts that causes
our sun to go around alcyone every 26,000 years and it never ever comes crashing through the
solar system. These "brown dwarfs" are even mentioned as dark gravity bodies or something in
the UB which are associated with solar systems in some way. I don't recall where or the details
and I have so much marked up I would have difficutly finding it now.
What is being called Elenin is in alignment then yes, according to their story but its a dippy little
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comet at best and isn't going to do much, IF they have even said the truth in the first place, which
they have not. You can look at an elenin simulation here, and its actually useful to study where the
planets thru Jupiter are at any time. www.elenin.org
One of they situations that the world leaders think is going to happen is some high energy system
is arriving, which is what the elenin rumors are about, is going to cause some trouble. The claim is
that it or its tail will do something awful. Elenin thus is a cover story for this energy system.
Also they think that the earth will start its magnetic pole reversal soon, which is normally a process
of about 3 days if left alone, and that produces partial light and darkness according to what is
facing the sun as the rotation stops, and pauses and restarts the other direction. The sun will rise
in the west after this. This is terrible for man of earth but not as terrible as major axis shifting,
major asteroid hits and the like.
Electricity does NOT work during this time and artificial light must be used. The reason its put out
there to stay in your house or die, is because people will be in freak out mode, and it won't be safe
to be around them, but it does not kill people who walk outside, as the rumors suggest. The dark
have truly not prepared anyone for this, and thus it will be more terrible should it occur. I remind
you all that fleet owns the underground area in Colorado now and other ones and the elite don't
have the comforts they expect. These were built with Fleet support actually, and will be used for
the population as and if needed. Many countries have built enough for their populations, but the
Us of a elite had no intention of using them for John Q Public.
The magnetic pole reversal COULD start soon, but remember this is under control of fleet. This
has to be carried out very slowly to reduce earth changes and the ministasis would definitely
result. They are in fact prepared for this at anytime, the pressures are intense in Mother for it
again at this time.
If the sun begins to move really strange in the sky, slowing down dramatically, you will know, or if
it starts at night for you, the rise would be very late. The sky will look weird. The dark are very
concerned and they do want to get their butts to "safety". But the Denver stuff has really a different
purpose. But the rumor mill is working well regardless.
This is all I can suggest at the present time.
Did you know that comet Honda was in alignment between the earth and sun and much closer to
earth than elenin about the first of September? And what happened? NOTHING.
[link to abundanthope.net]
*****************
This piece is under copyright protection of [link to www.abundanthope.net] It may be placed
anywhere on the web as long as it is not changed in anyway and a link placed back to this site. It
is preferred you place the entire piece, and if not possible to do so, you must note that the rest of
it can be found at the link. Thankyou, Candace.
(:-DeeZe
User ID: 1526377
United States
09/22/2011 06:16 PM
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Hi everyone, surely you have noticed all the rumors about Elenin being in alignment and all those
folks coming to Denver during that time in the vacinity of September 27th. I made this post today
on the forum in answer to questions there.
*************

I will say however, but we are not covering this publicly, the elite do have some plans for those
days. In addition there are rumors being put out that there will be the 3 days of darkness as the
mysterious planet x, nibiru, brown dwarf et all passes between the earth and the sun. Mercury
remains "real" as far as I know, and it never does this, cause any darkness or other changes.
Although the real venus is on the other side of the sun at all times, it would not do so either.
But if the massive brown dwarf, nibiru, planet x big thingy (every one of them is "larger" than
earth) did do this, we would be in a world of trouble and there would be evacuation time going on
for real. An object of that size (Nibiru if it were here, is about 10 times earth), would do something.
The density of the brown dwarf is massive, and it would really do something and if it came
crashing thru the solar system, believe me by now, lots of other planets and asteroids would be
putting on quite a show.
The brown dwarf as I have covered before, IS real, and is a balance wheel of sorts that causes
our sun to go around alcyone every 26,000 years and it never ever comes crashing through the
solar system. These "brown dwarfs" are even mentioned as dark gravity bodies or something in
the UB which are associated with solar systems in some way. I don't recall where or the details
and I have so much marked up I would have difficutly finding it now.
What is being called Elenin is in alignment then yes, according to their story but its a dippy little
comet at best and isn't going to do much, IF they have even said the truth in the first place, which
they have not. You can look at an elenin simulation here, and its actually useful to study where the
planets thru Jupiter are at any time. www.elenin.org
One of they situations that the world leaders think is going to happen is some high energy system
is arriving, which is what the elenin rumors are about, is going to cause some trouble. The claim is
that it or its tail will do something awful. Elenin thus is a cover story for this energy system.
Also they think that the earth will start its magnetic pole reversal soon, which is normally a process
of about 3 days if left alone, and that produces partial light and darkness according to what is
facing the sun as the rotation stops, and pauses and restarts the other direction. The sun will rise
in the west after this. This is terrible for man of earth but not as terrible as major axis shifting,
major asteroid hits and the like.
Electricity does NOT work during this time and artificial light must be used. The reason its put out
there to stay in your house or die, is because people will be in freak out mode, and it won't be safe
to be around them, but it does not kill people who walk outside, as the rumors suggest. The dark
have truly not prepared anyone for this, and thus it will be more terrible should it occur. I remind
you all that fleet owns the underground area in Colorado now and other ones and the elite don't
have the comforts they expect. These were built with Fleet support actually, and will be used for
the population as and if needed. Many countries have built enough for their populations, but the
Us of a elite had no intention of using them for John Q Public.
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The magnetic pole reversal COULD start soon, but remember this is under control of fleet. This
has to be carried out very slowly to reduce earth changes and the ministasis would definitely
result. They are in fact prepared for this at anytime, the pressures are intense in Mother for it
again at this time.
If the sun begins to move really strange in the sky, slowing down dramatically, you will know, or if
it starts at night for you, the rise would be very late. The sky will look weird. The dark are very
concerned and they do want to get their butts to "safety". But the Denver stuff has really a different
purpose. But the rumor mill is working well regardless.
This is all I can suggest at the present time.
Did you know that comet Honda was in alignment between the earth and sun and much closer to
earth than elenin about the first of September? And what happened? NOTHING.
[link to abundanthope.net]
*****************
This piece is under copyright protection of [link to www.abundanthope.net] It may be placed
anywhere on the web as long as it is not changed in anyway and a link placed back to this site. It
is preferred you place the entire piece, and if not possible to do so, you must note that the rest of
it can be found at the link. Thankyou, Candace.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Candace, are you not allowed to say what is actually taking place in Denver this coming week with
regard to Obama, NASA etc?
Enquiring minds would love to know!

Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen Reducing POPPYCOCK
User ID: 1541191
United States
09/22/2011 06:18 PM

Bingo, enquiring minds don't get to know, otherwise the wrong inquiring minds will be reading
what we know. And that can put our team members at great risk. There was recently another
dangerous attempt on one of ours.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 09/22/2011 06:19 PM
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Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen Reducing POPPYCOCK
User ID: 1541191
United States
09/25/2011 11:20 AM

well the last couple nights, Star Ship Polaris/North Star has been moving around like crazy.
sometimes as much as one finger width visually if I hold my hand up and will the zip another
direction. I am informed its involved in manipulating energy around the north pole area.
Edit: Last evening I thought Star ship Jupiter was too high when I checked it and perhaps Axxxx
was to low but with the trees at the time I was not sure. Esu asked me again to check tonight do I
did, and Axxxx to the west too low and Jupiter was too high on the east. This means the rotation
of the planet is off, and running to fast and I think maybe more than 24 hours ago but I am not
sure.
The big W is out of whack with polaris too, indicating I think a tilt issue. Getting to tired to think. off
to bed.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 09/25/2011 11:38 PM
Tiago63
User ID: 2013314
Brazil
09/25/2011 10:36 PM

Bingo, enquiring minds don't get to know, otherwise the wrong inquiring minds will be reading
what we know.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
It would be better if we kept our minds silent.
(:-DeeZe
User ID: 1526377
United States
09/26/2011 10:51 AM
For Todays Meditation
By Johan/CM
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Sep 25, 2011 - 5:39:31 PM

So, did CMAton say : Next to your good focus already, with the SUN being added to the equation,
send all of your thoughts/attention/focus/love and light/reiki towards the event of the Mini-stasis,
see via cooperation of your Higher Self, who has seen/experienced all of that before, what you will
SEE after Mini-stasis, and BE THE CO-CREATORS THAT YOU ARE.... Eventhough a small
group, KNOWING WHO YOU ARE, makes ALL the difference, even the smallest drop on the hot
plate, makes ALL the difference, is noticed, appreciated and put to good use, by good and pure
intent.

Hmmmmmmm, mini stasis sooner then later now?

Nobody in Particular (OP)
the Age of Confusion is Fully Manifest.
User ID: 1541191
United States
09/26/2011 12:08 PM

[link to ccmc.gsfc.nasa.gov] look at the polar boundaries on BATS R US. WIDE OPEN AT THE
POLES right now. STUFF IS COMING RIGHT ON IN around 16 utc. now this image changes
every few minutes and you can review past images for 2 weeks at a link near the bottom. I
assume we will see a quake increase.
Also NICT is showing that on its Ionospheric convention image. And the angel wings are WIDE
open, meaning it's coming right on it too. Plus take a look at the AE index. I remind you those
satellites are much closer to earth than ACE, so they thus measure what is making INGRESS past
the magnetic shield.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 09/26/2011 12:10 PM
Nobody in Particular (OP)
the Age of Confusion is Fully Manifest.
User ID: 1541191
United States
09/26/2011 02:11 PM
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CM and Kibo. Nice to see Kibo coming out of "retirement".

You can get anything you want at Aton's restaurant
CM: Greetings! And God is with you! Ahoye! As you like to say nowadays.......
You seem to be putting a lot of weight on yourself when you would be better off sharing that
weight with us. WE, your Celestial brothers and sisters are gathered here to help and believe you
Me, WE know more about your situation(s) than you do. It is all well and good to co-create, but
with such a limited range of vision, how can you hope to make headway pass the tree that looms
before you when you can’t see the forest that looms around you?
WE are here to tell you that it’s alright, everything is fine and we can tell you from experience that
the best way to handle and deal with your many situations is to simply give them to US. Let US
take the weight from upon your shoulders, thus lightening your load, as it were and deal with all
the aspects and circumstances that you are so clearly unaware of and WE will let you know how
best to handle and deal with those that you are aware of.
It is like a maitre‘d who silently waits for you to ask him what dish or wine would be best. He works
in the place. He knows all about it. It’s his business, his specialty. All day long and everyday, he
has to deal with people who think they know what’s best. They know what they want. They want
something that they read about or heard about or something that sounds really great, without
knowing what it truly is...he is saddened by their ignorance and pride. Their egos will not allow
them to say that they have no clue and turn to him for advice and guidance.
He could provide an exquisite meal, perfect in every way, if they would just let him. He would pull
out the best and true desires of the people at the table and give them something they never
imagined that they would love beyond words. He wants nothing more than to give them the best
and enjoy their enjoyment of it. The whole staff aims to please in every way. The chef can prepare
a different dish for each and every customer, no problem. Tell him what you’re thinking of and he
will whip up for you the plate of your dreams! The waiters will stand by for your every need with a
staff of their own to supply them so that they will never have to leave your side...just in case
there’s something else you need. Such enjoyment by all involved!
But too many people come with their minds made up that they don’t want this or they don’t like
that. They think they know the make and year of the best wines and aperitifs. They never want to
be told what’s best. They want others to look at them as if they are the ones that know what’s best
on the menu. Others just grab the menu and stare, looking, reading, understanding or not
understanding. They spend sooooo much time dreaming about the descriptions and how they
might taste and what are they in the mood for? They never dream to ask if there’s anything that’s
not on the menu. They shudder at the thought of saying “ what if I wanted a.........what could you
do with that?”
Only one in a thousand customers ever comes in, sits with his party and asks the maitre’d “What’s
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good today? These are my loving friends and we want the best! He’s looking for this and she’s
looking for that. They’re into this and the kids want something really special! What can you do for
us, today? We’re really counting on you, my friend! We know that you’re the only one that can
give us such a joyful experience!”
And he will smile and bow and ask questions of the party and when he is satisfied, he will say,
please, enjoy these appetizers while you wait. Soon your entrées will be on the table and there
are special desserts for everyone! Eat, drink, be merry and live knowing you will never die!”
Of course, the dinner party is a huge success and a joyous affair and who is to thank? Why
everyone!
So now, here you are in your life and the plate before you is the one you ordered. Do you not like
it? Is it not what you asked for? Is it not what you thought it was going to be...or was it?
Would you like to send it back? Would you like another plate? What would you like, now?
Are you going to make up your mind again over something else? Or are you going to let us do our
jobs? Either way.....WE are here to serve you.
And you would best serve yourselves by letting US do so........but it is up to you.
Do you want what you want or do you want what WE have for you?
It’s as simple as that. There are no right or wrong answers here. You may just love your plate
either way. Your choice is what to order. The rest is up to US. Do you want what you want or do
you want what WE have for you?
K: and if i just want a simple sandwich? I mean, i want what i want. I can’t help that.
CM: In OUR kitchen, everything is everything. You think that you have ten choices where WE see
one hundred. Spices and herbs and ingredients that you haven’t even considered! You may say
that you just want scrambled eggs with salt and pepper.....how much salt or pepper? What about
mushrooms and onions? Soft scrambled? What kind of mushrooms? What kind of salt or pepper
for that matter. WE know what will give you joy better than you do. But how many people come in
and say to US “ Give me the most joyful and wonderful meal ever!”?
You always like to say things like “ This is my plate.”, “My plate if full.” Full of what? The plate you
have is the plate you asked for. You made it by order. Had you asked US for whatever plate WE
saw fit to give you.....well, WE aim to please.
Your life is your plate. It is the life you asked for, that you picked out. It is what you wanted so you
ordered it. That was your co-creation. Now you’ve had your fill of it and you want something
better. Are you going to try it again or trust US to deliver as only WE know how? We know what
will spice up your life. WE know what will stimulate your soul. WE know what you have a taste for
and WE can deliver.
K: and how do things like money fit into all of this?
CM: It has its place....like parsley. But too many of you want just that. If you don’t think you have
enough of it, some of you want to grab it off of the plates of others. Usually this is done when
they’re not looking, but lately........people are starting to notice....usually, at that point, WE remove
such greedy and unruly patrons from the premises so that others can eat in peace. It’s not that we
ever condone such behavior, it’s just that WE can’t really kick people out unless they’re proven to
be a problem. WE don’t like to be seen as kicking people out for no reason, so we wait until the
reason is obvious.
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K: Please tell me we’re there now. Please tell me that this is the case and that everyone is now
getting just desserts because the meal is over. Perhaps it’s time to move the tables aside and
make room for the dance floor while we strike up the band or the DJ or whatever...?
CM: LOL Well, by that analogy, a few more people need to leave in order to free up the tables.
But you could say that the party is about to begin. They are being informed that it is time for them
to leave and the.....bouncers are escorting the more belligerent ones to the waiting paddy wagon
out back...and yes, there’s one out front, too. But that one is mostly for people that have left
quietly without a fuss. They’ll get off a bit easier than the others, usually overly drunk with power
and you know how they can get. They are taken away rather unceremoniously through the back
door and hauled off straight to the lock-up to await court....We will make it up to the rest of our
patrons by declaring everything on the house, start the music up and invite them to stay to dance
the night away.....
K: Sounds like fun.
CM: Oh it is! It truly is!
K: So! How long? How long until the announcement is made? When does the music start? When
can we applaud the removal of these disruptive thugs to the peace and joy of our meal?
CM: The police are parked, ready and are standing in the restaurant. WE point them out, with the
help of some of our more observant patrons and they take them away. Some, who saw what was
coming, have already surrendered to the owner and talked to the maitre’d about repentance,
mercy, forgiveness and making amends. They have been held to the side for further review while
the others are hauled off...some kicking and screaming, some fighting and cursing...some have
preferred to go down shooting and so, they are being shot down, bag, tagged and removed...It is
happening while we speak. The bus should be here any minute now, to haul off the bulk of the
crowd waiting outside the front door. Those taken out the back door...well....there are lots of
wagons all lined up for them. So it goes. It is what it is.
You think that this has to do with elenin. Elenin is just a symbol of what’s happening. It is a
product of the mass mind in action in real time for your linear consciousness. It exists as the face,
the mask of this need fulfilled. The need for the end of the material system of men and the
beginning of a Divine system of human beings. You insist upon a cause outside of yourselves to
be the leveraging catalyst that pushes you over the tipping point of no return and this is what you
have created for that purpose.
This is beyond you. This is not just a matter of people saying ‘oh we need a sign or symbol to get
us to the next phase.’ This is a non-linear consciousness event that is culminating in real linear
time because this is where the sum total mass of human consciousness sees to be the enduring
point of possibilities. This is where everything changes for everybody. This is where you see your
plates and make a decision on what to do with them.
The human spirit is always hungry, always thirsty. Their plates must ever be full. What they fill
their plates with is their choice. But this is the point where people decide if they want to order from
their own desires, straight off the menu, or leave it up to the house to decide. Tables are being
rearranged accordingly. There is more than one dance floor. There is more than one band and
each band plays different music and the music is the same as the food...do you want the all
request band, the DJ, the jukebox or the house band?
From this point on, the rooms will be different, the views will be different and the decor and
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atmospheres will be different. Everyone will get what they asked for, no doubt. There is still time to
change your minds and hearts on the matter, but at this point, it’s pretty much done and decided.
Know that the owner remains the same, the maitre’d remains the same and the waiters are always
there, doing their jobs...this applies to every table in every room. Your plate will always be your
choice. Whether you want US to choose or you choose for yourself, WE are always here to serve.
WE always have job openings to join our wonderful staff, apply within, and just ask to speak to the
manager.
K: Hmmmmm
CM: Do you really have something to say after all of that?
K: lol...nah, hey...let it play.......do you need a dishwasher? Triangle player for the band? Anything
where I might be actually helpful?
CM: Janitor? You could really clean up! LOL
K: wow.....really?
CM: No, seriously, you could help set up for the remodeling...rearrange the tables, help people get
seated, set the tables, pour water...stuff like that....
K: lol, sure...whatever...glad to help....what’s the pay?
CM: The pay is.....good....but the benefits are great!

[We decided to leave it off at that........thanks for reading!
Oyahe! God be with you!
**************
[link to abundanthope.net]
This piece is under copyright protection of [link to www.abundanthope.net] It may be placed
anywhere on the web as long as it is not changed in anyway and a link placed back to this site. It
is preferred you place the entire piece, and if not possible to do so, you must note that the rest of
it can be found at the link. Thankyou, Candace.
(:-DeeZe
User ID: 1526377
United States
09/26/2011 02:30 PM
CM and Kibo. Nice to see Kibo coming out of "retirement".

You can get anything you want at Aton's restaurant
CM: Greetings! And God is with you! Ahoye! As you like to say nowadays.......
You seem to be putting a lot of weight on yourself when you would be better off sharing that
weight with us. WE, your Celestial brothers and sisters are gathered here to help and believe you
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Me, WE know more about your situation(s) than you do. It is all well and good to co-create, but
with such a limited range of vision, how can you hope to make headway pass the tree that looms
before you when you can’t see the forest that looms around you?
WE are here to tell you that it’s alright, everything is fine and we can tell you from experience that
the best way to handle and deal with your many situations is to simply give them to US. Let US
take the weight from upon your shoulders, thus lightening your load, as it were and deal with all
the aspects and circumstances that you are so clearly unaware of and WE will let you know how
best to handle and deal with those that you are aware of.
It is like a maitre‘d who silently waits for you to ask him what dish or wine would be best. He works
in the place. He knows all about it. It’s his business, his specialty. All day long and everyday, he
has to deal with people who think they know what’s best. They know what they want. They want
something that they read about or heard about or something that sounds really great, without
knowing what it truly is...he is saddened by their ignorance and pride. Their egos will not allow
them to say that they have no clue and turn to him for advice and guidance.
He could provide an exquisite meal, perfect in every way, if they would just let him. He would pull
out the best and true desires of the people at the table and give them something they never
imagined that they would love beyond words. He wants nothing more than to give them the best
and enjoy their enjoyment of it. The whole staff aims to please in every way. The chef can prepare
a different dish for each and every customer, no problem. Tell him what you’re thinking of and he
will whip up for you the plate of your dreams! The waiters will stand by for your every need with a
staff of their own to supply them so that they will never have to leave your side...just in case
there’s something else you need. Such enjoyment by all involved!
But too many people come with their minds made up that they don’t want this or they don’t like
that. They think they know the make and year of the best wines and aperitifs. They never want to
be told what’s best. They want others to look at them as if they are the ones that know what’s best
on the menu. Others just grab the menu and stare, looking, reading, understanding or not
understanding. They spend sooooo much time dreaming about the descriptions and how they
might taste and what are they in the mood for? They never dream to ask if there’s anything that’s
not on the menu. They shudder at the thought of saying “ what if I wanted a.........what could you
do with that?”
Only one in a thousand customers ever comes in, sits with his party and asks the maitre’d “What’s
good today? These are my loving friends and we want the best! He’s looking for this and she’s
looking for that. They’re into this and the kids want something really special! What can you do for
us, today? We’re really counting on you, my friend! We know that you’re the only one that can
give us such a joyful experience!”
And he will smile and bow and ask questions of the party and when he is satisfied, he will say,
please, enjoy these appetizers while you wait. Soon your entrées will be on the table and there
are special desserts for everyone! Eat, drink, be merry and live knowing you will never die!”
Of course, the dinner party is a huge success and a joyous affair and who is to thank? Why
everyone!
So now, here you are in your life and the plate before you is the one you ordered. Do you not like
it? Is it not what you asked for? Is it not what you thought it was going to be...or was it?
Would you like to send it back? Would you like another plate? What would you like, now?
Are you going to make up your mind again over something else? Or are you going to let us do our
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jobs? Either way.....WE are here to serve you.
And you would best serve yourselves by letting US do so........but it is up to you.
Do you want what you want or do you want what WE have for you?
It’s as simple as that. There are no right or wrong answers here. You may just love your plate
either way. Your choice is what to order. The rest is up to US. Do you want what you want or do
you want what WE have for you?
K: and if i just want a simple sandwich? I mean, i want what i want. I can’t help that.
CM: In OUR kitchen, everything is everything. You think that you have ten choices where WE see
one hundred. Spices and herbs and ingredients that you haven’t even considered! You may say
that you just want scrambled eggs with salt and pepper.....how much salt or pepper? What about
mushrooms and onions? Soft scrambled? What kind of mushrooms? What kind of salt or pepper
for that matter. WE know what will give you joy better than you do. But how many people come in
and say to US “ Give me the most joyful and wonderful meal ever!”?
You always like to say things like “ This is my plate.”, “My plate if full.” Full of what? The plate you
have is the plate you asked for. You made it by order. Had you asked US for whatever plate WE
saw fit to give you.....well, WE aim to please.
Your life is your plate. It is the life you asked for, that you picked out. It is what you wanted so you
ordered it. That was your co-creation. Now you’ve had your fill of it and you want something
better. Are you going to try it again or trust US to deliver as only WE know how? We know what
will spice up your life. WE know what will stimulate your soul. WE know what you have a taste for
and WE can deliver.
K: and how do things like money fit into all of this?
CM: It has its place....like parsley. But too many of you want just that. If you don’t think you have
enough of it, some of you want to grab it off of the plates of others. Usually this is done when
they’re not looking, but lately........people are starting to notice....usually, at that point, WE remove
such greedy and unruly patrons from the premises so that others can eat in peace. It’s not that we
ever condone such behavior, it’s just that WE can’t really kick people out unless they’re proven to
be a problem. WE don’t like to be seen as kicking people out for no reason, so we wait until the
reason is obvious.
K: Please tell me we’re there now. Please tell me that this is the case and that everyone is now
getting just desserts because the meal is over. Perhaps it’s time to move the tables aside and
make room for the dance floor while we strike up the band or the DJ or whatever...?
CM: LOL Well, by that analogy, a few more people need to leave in order to free up the tables.
But you could say that the party is about to begin. They are being informed that it is time for them
to leave and the.....bouncers are escorting the more belligerent ones to the waiting paddy wagon
out back...and yes, there’s one out front, too. But that one is mostly for people that have left
quietly without a fuss. They’ll get off a bit easier than the others, usually overly drunk with power
and you know how they can get. They are taken away rather unceremoniously through the back
door and hauled off straight to the lock-up to await court....We will make it up to the rest of our
patrons by declaring everything on the house, start the music up and invite them to stay to dance
the night away.....
K: Sounds like fun.
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CM: Oh it is! It truly is!
K: So! How long? How long until the announcement is made? When does the music start? When
can we applaud the removal of these disruptive thugs to the peace and joy of our meal?
CM: The police are parked, ready and are standing in the restaurant. WE point them out, with the
help of some of our more observant patrons and they take them away. Some, who saw what was
coming, have already surrendered to the owner and talked to the maitre’d about repentance,
mercy, forgiveness and making amends. They have been held to the side for further review while
the others are hauled off...some kicking and screaming, some fighting and cursing...some have
preferred to go down shooting and so, they are being shot down, bag, tagged and removed...It is
happening while we speak. The bus should be here any minute now, to haul off the bulk of the
crowd waiting outside the front door. Those taken out the back door...well....there are lots of
wagons all lined up for them. So it goes. It is what it is.
You think that this has to do with elenin. Elenin is just a symbol of what’s happening. It is a
product of the mass mind in action in real time for your linear consciousness. It exists as the face,
the mask of this need fulfilled. The need for the end of the material system of men and the
beginning of a Divine system of human beings. You insist upon a cause outside of yourselves to
be the leveraging catalyst that pushes you over the tipping point of no return and this is what you
have created for that purpose.
This is beyond you. This is not just a matter of people saying ‘oh we need a sign or symbol to get
us to the next phase.’ This is a non-linear consciousness event that is culminating in real linear
time because this is where the sum total mass of human consciousness sees to be the enduring
point of possibilities. This is where everything changes for everybody. This is where you see your
plates and make a decision on what to do with them.
The human spirit is always hungry, always thirsty. Their plates must ever be full. What they fill
their plates with is their choice. But this is the point where people decide if they want to order from
their own desires, straight off the menu, or leave it up to the house to decide. Tables are being
rearranged accordingly. There is more than one dance floor. There is more than one band and
each band plays different music and the music is the same as the food...do you want the all
request band, the DJ, the jukebox or the house band?
From this point on, the rooms will be different, the views will be different and the decor and
atmospheres will be different. Everyone will get what they asked for, no doubt. There is still time to
change your minds and hearts on the matter, but at this point, it’s pretty much done and decided.
Know that the owner remains the same, the maitre’d remains the same and the waiters are always
there, doing their jobs...this applies to every table in every room. Your plate will always be your
choice. Whether you want US to choose or you choose for yourself, WE are always here to serve.
WE always have job openings to join our wonderful staff, apply within, and just ask to speak to the
manager.
K: Hmmmmm
CM: Do you really have something to say after all of that?
K: lol...nah, hey...let it play.......do you need a dishwasher? Triangle player for the band? Anything
where I might be actually helpful?
CM: Janitor? You could really clean up! LOL
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K: wow.....really?
CM: No, seriously, you could help set up for the remodeling...rearrange the tables, help people get
seated, set the tables, pour water...stuff like that....
K: lol, sure...whatever...glad to help....what’s the pay?
CM: The pay is.....good....but the benefits are great!

[We decided to leave it off at that........thanks for reading!
Oyahe! God be with you!
**************
[link to abundanthope.net]
This piece is under copyright protection of [link to www.abundanthope.net] It may be placed
anywhere on the web as long as it is not changed in anyway and a link placed back to this site. It
is preferred you place the entire piece, and if not possible to do so, you must note that the rest of
it can be found at the link. Thankyou, Candace.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Oh yeah! And you posted this at 11:11!!!!!
As a (now mostly retired) DJ of over 18 years, I LOVE the analogy!!
I soooooo love CM's sense of humor. Awesome.
Hmmmmm, let's see, what would I like on my plate today..........

Nobody in Particular (OP)
the Age of Confusion is Fully Manifest.
User ID: 1541191
United States
09/26/2011 05:20 PM

well In my time it was posted at 12:11! I have it set here to mdt for me. Kibo's pieces are always
fun.
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Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 09/26/2011 05:21 PM
Horusinsun
User ID: 2209797
Australia
09/28/2011 05:57 AM
Yes welcome back Kibo, we have missed your upbeat posts.
As to the futrther attacks, security tightens, that is all I have to say.
Time for the Big Boouncers to come into play so to speak.
On Call 24/7....regards Fleet.
Possum
User ID: 1554800
Australia
09/28/2011 06:00 AM

ing to read later!
Be With God
User ID: 1491467
United States
09/28/2011 11:59 AM
CM and Kibo. Nice to see Kibo coming out of "retirement".

You can get anything you want at Aton's restaurant
CM: Greetings! And God is with you! Ahoye! As you like to say nowadays.......
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
I like a full plate of LOVE (unconditionally). I want the the maitre’d keep refilling my plate so that I
can take home the left over after I am full! :)
Dear God, I know things can’t happen overnight, but I can never stop wishing Peace and Freedom
could come to Earth right at this very moment… And I do understand YOU are working so.oo..
hard to make it happens for us! Thank you Father and all celestial beings who involve!!!!
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(:-DeeZe
User ID: 1526377
United States
09/30/2011 11:20 AM
Message from SaLuSa by Mike Quinsey September 30, 2011
The dark Ones are losing their power and the Lightworkers are closing in on them. The object is to
keep them from delaying the changes that are so near, so that our plan can take off with all
speed. As you might realize, immense organization has gone into it, and our allies have been
taking up their positions for quite some time. Each project is a massive undertaking, but with our
advanced technologies we can progress even the tiniest detail. When we give the signal to go
ahead, it will work like a military campaign and it will overwhelm any opposition. As you may
guess, matters will proceed much better when the right people have replaced those in authority
who do not truly represent you. Attending to that is high on our list, and about to take top priority.
You are handling the changes so well, and it is helped by your understanding of your involvement
and how important you are to us. We want you to see that whatever happens now is all part of the
breakdown of the old, and its interface with the new. Indeed so much is new, that little of the old
will remain as you know it now. You are to take a great leap forward into the Age of Surprises,
giving you all of the advantages that should long ago have lifted you into the New Age. You have
heard so much about energy saving devices, and once these are introduced, you will no longer be
dependent on the Oil Industries. At a stroke, they will end poor standards of living whilst at the
same time massively reducing pollution. In general the basic needs of people will be covered and
starvation eradicated. The changes in transportation will take time, and the systems will be
unrecognizable to what they are now. Speed of contact and communication will be accessible to
all, and distance will be of no importance.
Overcoming lack is an easy challenge for us to meet, and again it is both our technologies and
vast numbers of personnel who can easily deal with it. We are so wanting to get going, and we
certainly have patience and at the same time we are anticipating the joy and happiness that is
coming to you. We love the thought of seeing the expressions on your faces, and your release
from the thraldom of years of being subservient to those with wealth and power. Peace shall
descend within a short time, as war and the weapons of war will be silenced. War has been
perpetuated for many reasons, and not least of all to keep you in a constant state of need.
Your true life starts very soon, and so it will continue as you rise even further upwards. Life is
meant to be fun and fulfilling, rewarding and challenging to allow a full expression of your
potential. Hitherto you have been firmly kept in your place with little opportunity of doing so. Each
of you have so much talent, and with so much time to yourself in the future will be able to devote
as much to it as you wish. It can cover self development in the arts, music or whatever your
choice. There is truly no limit to how far you can go, and the greatest teachers will help you along.
Life can at present be exceptionally boring, but in the future will become full of opportunities and
adventures that could even take you to other Universes. In your higher state of consciousness,
you will meet other souls of a like level who acknowledge the Creator as you do. You will have all
the time you need as your life span will increase with the upliftment in your vibrations, and a 1000
years would not be uncommon. As you are no doubt beginning to realize, life on Earth really bears
little resemblance to what you would call normal once you have ascended. The 3rd dimension and
its home of duality, is by its very nature one where you experience a severe testing, and yet you
desired that experience.
Given everything you know now, you will gain much strength to see out the last period of duality. It
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will be hectic, it will sometimes be threatening to life and limb, yet for all that the Golden Age is
taking shape and awaits your presence. We ask for what reason would you want to remain in the
lower dimensions, when all that you could dream of is waiting for you. Realize that you can only
reach your full potential in the higher dimensions, and that your earthly incarnations are planned
primarily to speed up your evolution. Think of what the future holds for you, and we are certain
that it will easily carry you through the remainder of your life. That way you can actually enjoy it by
not allowing any negativity into it.
On the world stage the big players are polarizing in such a way, that the Light has more support
than ever, and it continues to increase exponentially. Together with the increasing amounts being
sent to Earth, it is apparent to us that this year will end with the highest levels of Light in this cycle.
There is no doubt whatsoever that you are ready to move into the next stage, that will open a
clear path to Ascension. This year will close with a resounding victory for the Light and with it will
come the prospect of total peace on Earth, for the first time in thousands of years. Hold this vision
and you will help it manifest, and lift up those around you.
Our tasks remain much the same as always, with the focus upon the dark Ones and their
activities. We know them well and are aware of their plans to make a last gasp attempt to create a
false alien attack. We are allowed to prevent it, and shall not hesitate to do so. As we see it, other
events will precede such a time that will in any event make it impossible. We abide by the High
Councils who decide policy matters, and are well aware of the Divine Decree concerning the endtimes. It is time for the Light to become the controlling influence in deciding how the future works
out.
I am SaLuSa from Sirius, and find our reception from you is very friendly and accepting of our
presence. Some fear our motives but that results from years of conditioning, that is meant to see
us as a threat to your lives. We know we can soon dispel them, and disclosure will allow us an
opportunity to present ourselves to you. You will find that our very words carry the vibration of
love, and that will calm such fears. Our actions have never been threatening, but have shown the
caring and love we have for you all.
Thank you SaLuSa
Mike Quinsey.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
the Age of Confusion is Fully Manifest.
User ID: 2230535
United States
09/30/2011 11:32 AM

Message from SaLuSa by Mike Quinsey September 30, 2011
The dark Ones are losing their power and the Lightworkers are closing in on
Mike Quinsey.
Quoting: (:-DeeZe
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This in not SaLuSa, SHE exists, and she used to work with Quinsey before he went south too. I
observed a huge change in these back in I guess 2006 or early 2007. Before I closed my forum
back then anyway, as we discussed it then. the messages took a big flip. quinsey was in contact
with one from Pleiades too and has not carried that one in years either.
the dark are not planning any false flag alien attack, that is a huge clue in here, because they
know they have no means to do so.
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Message from SaLuSa by Mike Quinsey September 30, 2011
The dark Ones are losing their power and the Lightworkers are closing in on
Mike Quinsey.
Quoting: (:-DeeZe

This in not SaLuSa, SHE exists, and she used to work with Quinsey before he went south too. I
observed a huge change in these back in I guess 2006 or early 2007. Before I closed my forum
back then anyway, as we discussed it then. the messages took a big flip. quinsey was in contact
with one from Pleiades too and has not carried that one in years either.
the dark are not planning any false flag alien attack, that is a huge clue in here, because they
know they have no means to do so.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Dang, another one bites the dust..........
I didn't know this about SaLuSa. Go ahead and delete my post Candace if ya like.
I have a question/request.
Could you give us the names of ones whose material is NOT corrupted? (besides Abundant Hope
:-)
Like many, I enjoy reading different perspectives.
Thanks!

(:-DeeZe
User ID: 1526377
United States
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09/30/2011 01:29 PM
Don't know why, but after making my last post, this song came to my mind.
Have never seen this video before. Very sweet.
http://youtu.be/xZbKHDPPrrc
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Quoting: (:-DeeZe

well I used to have a list. but I don't anymore. My greatest disappointed has the UB teaching
Mission. Ron B. who started up the website that archives all of those and who also started up
MOnjoronson.com has completely left the fold and started a brand new story there, thus making
the statement that everything he has supported over the long years of the teaching Mission was
corrupt. He is completely rewritting it all. Since I was once friends with Danial Raphael, and he
lead me around for a year while he was planning his separation (he got a nice house for that one),
this is completely shocking to me because I thought him and Ron B and a few others ,
incorruptible. I shed many tears and still do. I had worked a bit with Machiventa and Morjoronson
recently, as to what should be done, and we have decided to just let them go, because there is
risk to the others who are remained incorruptible, their very lives. we are tired of dead people, so
we rest our case for the time being. The murder attempts have continued.
I don't pay attention anymore to the other sites. it brings tears. If there are some still true, I don't
know which ones simply because I of the tears, I don't look anymore. WE HAD SUCH HOPE for a
time. Such is the nature of a dying civlization. I haven't checked out a site in Russia that was
doing well, lost the link. Eve came to me just this morning with some more corruption, or
continuing corruption, as a person who was working with Adama bit the dust too. So today we did
this together this morning.

DeeZe, I removed the negative posts and yours with it because of the quotes used. The pain is
great today. I am not in a good mood. I cannot let the lies stay in here. I was out apparently when
the lie was placed. So did not see it. I was actually having a nice time for a bit, out to lunch with
some friends which helped to balance the negative morning. The past about 15 months have
been very difficult as to watching the best go down the tube. the stories place about my daughter
and me of late here are completely untrue.
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Don't know why, but after making my last post, this song came to my mind.
Have never seen this video before. Very sweet.

Quoting: (:-DeeZe

Lovely song, says how old I am! and its true, but some thing the future is written in stone and so
support religious material or prophesy that was given to show what would happen IF nothing were
done, and so nothing was done, because think god wrote the future of this planet in stone and
plans to destroy it and that is NOT true. It is only the end of one age and the beginning of another.
The age of REASON is coming.
Horusinsun
User ID: 2632308
Australia
10/04/2011 10:20 AM
Hi guys, hi NIP, sorry to hear the bad news about those corrupt ones, very very sad indeed. I was
just thinking before of Monjornonson and thought I'd check up other places and tried this thread as
well, as I havent seen you on the solar thread for awhile and I was a bit concerned.
Sad also about Adama, dear firend of ours, its hard to place faith in ones who would use such
information or situations to gain personally. I know some of your stroy NIP and you have lived and
breathed your work for more than this lifetime.
Yes it is true, but as I said to CM, the death of a civilisation has happenned before, and it is sad
but true that they will need to learn this lesson as it is happenning all over again in certain
respects. I myself have shead many tears for those who will go and those that may fall, as much
as I pray that they choose the wiser.
As for all these threats, it would make no sense at all to continue to threaten, knowing whats
coming, to be acting like this towards anyone at all, as CM said, they are certainly not doing any
favours for themselves at all.
Heres wishing you all the best and I'll see you somewhere in the middle of this, most likely with
the team standing back to back assurring that our backs are covered and no one gets hurt.
I am retiring for the evening but hopefully I can hear from you soon as regards the solar activity
and such, as I much enjoy chatting with you about this Hot lol topic....
All seems poised for quite a time to come, there are also some interesting signs in the sky,
Mercury and Satrun are alsogoing through some movement this week....
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In love, peace and service,
Brendan, via the Universe.
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the Age of Confusion is Fully Manifest.
User ID: 2230535
United States
10/04/2011 10:54 AM

well I have been busy, had to do first of month stuff and I injured my legs last friday which slows
things down, had a lot of pain over the weekend, I fell up my steps somehow. I was also reading a
book I will probably use for a resource for a new thread I am planning.
Nothing too much new for the solar thread at this moment so I have ignored it.
(:-DeeZe
User ID: 1526377
United States
10/05/2011 12:15 PM
Hello everyone! Been out of town visiting my mom for a few days.
Candace, I am so sorry to read of the recent defections. I am at a loss for words. While I am not
familiar with who these folks are, I do feel the pain in your post.
Sorry to hear of your fall. How are you doing? I am sending you prayers for some relief.
I don't have much to report, just been doing my/our work with folks and their personal problems.
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Hi deeze, I am reposting this for you, having removed it because I had not discovered Eve had
posted this and thus I had not added the link back and our copyright disclaimer. You yourself did
not post the link and that is required here on GLP. So I took it, off, sent you a note and fixed it for
Eve and I have posted to Eve and others to place the link at the bottom, and the copyright
disclaimer so when material travels, there is not a problem. To you here to just love your triple
green thumbs, don't waste your time as SHR and I have discussed this and the claim below is
sufficient to post the entire piece. so be about READING it before you waste the MODS time
again who must deal with it and then SHR has to spend time removing my triple red thumbs. I do
not violate copyright here.
Any of you readers here who might post something from MY team on my site, all the telepaths are
official AH telepaths on my site, please include the link back. I do not have the time to modify all
the old posts as I have done with this one.
The dark brothers are trying hard to blow the Lemurian Mission
By Eve / Adama of Telos
Oct 6, 2011 - 1:32:23 AM

Pre-story: last week I received an email advertising a work by Nancy Tate done in cooperation
with a hypnotist, who asked questions to Adama with Nancy answering them, claiming to channel
Adama. A reason, why Adama now wishes to comment publicly on that to make it known that this
work is not trustworthy. If you still need to, please inform yourselves about the ways of mind
control. The faked messages always contain a certain amount of truth copied from elsewhere,
combined with inserted false information placed in a skilled way.

The dark brothers are trying hard to blow the Lemurian mission

Adama through Eve

4th October 2011

Eve: Adama, may it be you called?
Adama: Yes, Eve, I'm very grateful that you heard me and come online now. Our discussions
have been mainly of private nature, but this is now something I wish to adress publicly - ... you
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sense it already, since you received that certain email last week. I have to comment on a serious
topic and I fear you are right now the only one who is prepared to investigate time into it.
OK, my dear ones, who have long been following the Lemurian mission on this planet...you, who
have strived to make direct contact to me but have somehow doubted your ability to do so and not
yet manifested to hear me in your heart ...and you... those who still lack the discernment to
separate the true transmissions from the faked ones... to all those who are still seekers....
I know of course, that you are heading for the good, for the Golden Age, that you wished to follow
to the messages of bliss and lightfulness, to the good news, and that you don't really appreciate to
deal with the unpleasant sides of what's going on here. But just according to the fact you don't
look at it, it won't go away, it won't disappear. You just think it's not part of your reality as you deny
to see it, but splitting things off has never been a solution for the shadow work - not even in old
Egypt.
The art of transformation demands being aware of the shadows, working with them, so that they
finally may resolve, vanish and return into the original state of undistorted nature. I hope I don't
bore you too much with my introduction of many words, but I think they might be necessary to
bring you near to the topic I want to discuss.
Beloveds, mother earth seems to have needed a bit longer than we all expected, to fulfill her
necessary changes, the breaking up of the tectonic plates - though lots of heavenly and earthly
support. Of course this taking longer encouraged several of the shadow kids to go on with their
games on the playgrounds of the dark, and they were strongly seeking for grounds till unpolluted,
to leave the prints of their unqualified fingers there. Many missions have been captured already
and become infiltrated, unfortunately some of the most well-known ones!
The Lemurian Mission has - up to the recent past - been a quite small and unknown mission,
which of course - due to it's brightness - attracted more and more readers who rediscovered again
their Lemurian roots. The growth and the adding up of readers made the Lemurian Mission
attractive to the folks who are - partly even payed for - striving to blow our integrity. You may have
noticed my hints already. A long time ago I mentionned that I do NOT wish my name to be
misused for selling anything, and so far several people have done exactly this, there is this Swiss
lady selling ascension in my name for a lot of money and now there show up those who are
selling you wrong information - no charge - via the internet - under the seal of "TELOS", claiming
and suggesting that this and just this would be the official site. Eve has tried to cooperate with
them, and they just let her go "into a void of never receiving a reply". Why is this so?
Well, Eve's work with me is a bit too realistic, too much about to the real deal, as they would need
it for their "NEW AGE" style. These folks are very much keen on leading people on a path of
clouds without grounding and on this path they are integrating false information in a very skilled
way. They try to copy my style in the words they write, put some wellness labels on it, and claim
this was my energy.
To make a long story short: The dark brothers are trying hard to capture the Lemurian Mission and
this should now be the time to make your alarm bells ring. Just because somebody writes a
message and signes with my name - this does not make the message having my energy in it.
Presently, a massive effort is being taken via a person who claims to work under hypnosis,
speaking on my behalf, - she is well known in the New Age community - the "hypnotist" in her
piece asked questions to my person, which she answered as "Adama".
FOLKS, ADAMA OF TELOS DOES NOT NEED A HYPNOTIST TO COMMUNICATE WITH YOU!
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Of course there was a question about the First Contact .... and they now claim and interprete (this
was said that way in the email I received, E.) I had stated that there would not be such a thing like
Starfleet-Contact, that it was just me and the Inner Earth people making contact to you.
Ok, slowly, slowly. You are pretty well able to observe some big ships operating their work with
the sun, just go and look at the space satellite pictures - BEFORE NASA photoshops them. These
big giants of ships cannot come close to the earth, as they would greatly disturb gravitation. Our
silver fleet vessels are much smaller and can interact in the atmosphere mainly for monitoring and
observing. Starfleet has - of course - also smaller shuttles for planetary travelling ... we are all
there but it's definitely not just us with me and the silver fleet.
I told you already, I'm part of the Second Coming Crew - and I'm fully cooperating with the
celestial specialists like Soltec, Esu, St. Germain etc... and of course Christ in person. Should you
wish to cooperate, too, on the correct side of the fence, then please avoid all this material in the
net which tells you
the tales of... an ascension around the magic date of 2012, with all people on earth,
the tales of "meditation is all you need to reach the New Golden Age" or the tales of opening star gates for the big deal.
It's true that certain days have a special numerology and energy which is nice for energetic work,
like ths solstices etc., and special dates like 11:11 are calling for joining hands and hearts even
more intentional than in your every day routines....for unconditional support. But these are NOT
stargates as you might know them from your TV-Series like "Stargate Atlantis". Some might have
mentionned it before.. .the NEW AGE movement has been captured and infiltrated to nearly 95% which makes it to be counterproductive.. Look upon how people define New Age or demonstrate
they belong to this movement... some dress up like Gurus and try to talk as if they were superholy.
And the harder they do it this way the more far away they get from the energy of the heart. They
are even telling you some fat lies ... but remember, you should not be the classical followers, you
ought to wake up about your own thoughts and mind, to be the pillars of light for those who lost
orientation.
Don't buy any fraud just because somebody labeled it NEW AGE and signs it with my name. And,
please, when you join for a collective worldwide meditation, please spare your spiritual ego from
that and do not send energy to a certain point where your mind tells you it should go.... send it to
mother earth - so that SHE may decide where to use it best... you must let go your temptation to
manipulate the direction of storms or the occurrance of quakes by the forces of your mind.
Otherwise you'll be rather a part of the problem than of the solution. In other words: If you label
your energy to go to point x, you tell mother earth that you'd know better than her where to use it,
but you know pretty well that this is not so, right, dear ones?
Noone exactly knows what tomorrow will bring in detail, but still we are pretty much aware of the
fact that the big plan of earth changes will sooner or later manifest.
Some of you have difficulties to understand why mother earth needs so long to get into full action.
Well, if you think about that closer, you will understand better. Look, many of your "farmers" have
tied their cows in the stable all the time. Take one of these which has been tied for years, and try
to walk with her. This will be pretty hard for the cow to walk, ... mother earth has somehow been
tied, too, for millenea and now it's time for power and action The long having been tied has
weakened her, how shall she manage now to make a jump start right after having been "untied"?
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Truely, her condition was much worse than assumed, although nobody among the experts had
really thought she was in a fine condition. We gotta give her all the time she needs, while going on
with our energetic support, according to the hightest order by the Eternal Father / the Creator Son
of our universe. I hope you have got my point... Eve would of course have explained it with a bit
more humor....
Adama, you read my thoughts?
Now, come on, let it out!
Ehm... I was thinking about this comedy piece named "amazing Jesus" by the comedian Mr.
Bean. About this excerpt: "And they brought to him a man on a stretcher, who was sick of the
palsy. And they said unto the Lord: Look, this man is sick of the palsy. And the Lord replied: Well,
if I had spent all my life on a stretcher, I'd be pretty sick, too."
Yep, Eve, and now the readers might replace the word "man" by "Mother Earth" - and we get the
picture. Humanity has bound Mother Earth upon a stretcher and Mother Earth has willingly
allowed that, but now she is told to get up and go,.... I think I don't need to say more...
Now, Adama, how do you feel personally at this point, where your mission is becoming so badly
harmed?
Well, Eve, of course I'm not amused. It's a bit similar to what you feel about the spamming of your
Lemuria page. I'm still astonished about the incredible waste of time and energy these people
undertake by spamming my mission and in the same way about their being so naive believing this
would not sooner or later have consequences for them personally. Everything of that sort is being
registered and once they realize they have their balance day - they will face a great nausea. They
will find that the short kick of doing bad things will not have been worth the consequences.
Regarding this point, they still might enjoy the last seconds of having what they call a free will, but
this will be over very soon. Should they ever come to realize that all is ONE and that they, too, are
part of that, they will realize that they have spammed and pissed of themselves.
However, the divine core - the holy space of the sacred heart - the Lemurian Mission - can never
really be harmed. True divinity will always enjoy to be immune against any attack. But my concern
is about those who easily believe everything they are told, who have not yet opened their own
eyes and hearts to take just the parts of the buffet of messages which are original and suitable for
their spiritual health.
There is much grief in my heart when I observe these many hopeful ones who want to support the
Lemurian Mission so lovingly, and then they quickly end up in a side road and dead end, because
they were too much focused on the elements of New Age, preventing them from doing the real
work.
Please, beloveds, please realize. Ascending is not about escaping and it's not happening from
one minute to the next. It will not happen for everybody who'ts now incarnate on this planet. There
is no short cut to ascension (how often have I told you this, already?) and I'm in neither way any
big wig or Guru, I'm just the High Priest of Telos, trying to make your path a bit more bright.
I'm wrapping you up in my love, equal where you are or go, and I pray that you may finally realize
how the strategy of the dark ones works and collects the ones lacking discernment ... to lock them
away in the spheres of illusion. May you still succeed to remain on the last clean spots and may
you now hopefully make your own personal contact with me - beyond any personal fears and
illusions to be disabled from doing so. I'll help you to carry the burden if you allow me to do so,
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and if you are prepared to hear my straight words, even if they don't take the turn you might
expect or wish.
I greet you all in a very heartfelt way from our underground domain of Telos, looking forward to
meet you, dear hearts, in the near future!
And thanks, Eve, for taking this message right away.
Ok, Adama... I already know that some forces will not be pleased by that....
Being a pioneer has never been an easy job! Being a pioneer and a visionaire is always a
guarantee for being ridiculed, for suffering from frustration, and for taking risk. But if nobody is
couraged enough to speak out the truth .... evolution would not really have a chance.
Remember... it's always the "makers in light" who propel evolution.... and never the blind ones
leading the blind... the ones who just follow the ones who have the most comfortable message or
who shout in the loudest manner to get attention. Never forget, Eve, as hard as they might blame
you and title you in a not so nice way... a hard as they shout and scream and spam,.... they will
not change the content of truth in our work.
Thanks for your courage, for standing in for it, for posting this. I'm standing behind you, covering
your back, shielding you with my love.
I sign this in my I AM presence
Adama of Telos

******************

[link to abundanthope.net]

This piece is under copyright protection of [link to www.abundanthope.net] It may be
placed anywhere on the web as long as it is not changed in anyway and a link placed back
to this site. It is preferred you place the entire piece, and if not possible to do so, you must
note that the rest of it can be found at the link. Thankyou, Candace. THIS IS SHR of GLP
approved. LEAVE IT ALONE.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
the Age of Confusion is Fully Manifest.
User ID: 2230535
United States
10/08/2011 06:45 PM
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This is something that I forgot to post on my site when Rosie wrote it last May. Nice LIST enjoy.

HOW MANY DETOURS ARE WE STILL GOING TO TAKE?
Why has our earth not (YET) turned into paradise?
Our failure to realise the following:
that we are not victims but gods and goddesses who have created everything (yes,
EVERYTHING) on this planet
that we have insufficiently utilised our critical faculties and have let ourselves be influenced by the
media
that we still our guilty consciences in a variety of ways, for example a quick donation or signing a
petition
that our cowardice and inability to leave our comfort zone restricts us to functioning within corrupt
systems instead of questioning the validity and purpose of the system itself.
that fear dictates our reactions and catapults us into an illusionary scramble for survivial
that our egos make us suceptible to comparing ourselves to others and taking part in the
competitive rat race
that we are allow ourselves to be influenced and divided by enemy stereotypes – battles between
sexes, generations, nations and religions – instead of searching for the similarities
that we do not tae over responsibility for our own behaviour and leave decisions to others
that we do not conceive of ourselves as wielders of divine energy, constantly and eternally
connected to the universe and Source
that we act irresponsibly towards each other and our earth
that we always take and possess more than we need
that our seemingly justifiable outbursts of anger are actually acute reactions to personal issues or
„soft spots“ which still require healing, and which only we can heal
that we are continually compromising. One compromise a day (eg. One paper cup or cigarette butt
thrown onto the street) results in huge wastes of rubbish (6.9 Billion paper cups or cigarette butts
if everyone does this)
that every joyful thought, good deed, curse or crime returns to us personally in some form at a
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later date
That we are all on the way to paradise, our ultimate destination. The only question which remains
is: how deeply do we realise this, and how many detours are we going to take on the way?

************
Those making it a mission to collect clusters of 3 green thumbs, these works from my website are
approved by SHR of GLP for publishing of FULL content. Please do not waste the mods time by
making copyright infringement reports on them. See our disclaimer below. Thankyou.-NIP

[link to abundanthope.net]

This piece is under copyright protection of [link to www.abundanthope.net] It may be placed
anywhere on the web as long as it is not changed in anyway and a link placed back to this site. It
is preferred you place the entire piece, and if not possible to do so, you must note that the rest of
it can be found at the link. Thankyou, Candace.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 10/08/2011 06:48 PM
Jane Smith
The hand wielding the sword bears the shame
User ID: 1215902
United States
10/09/2011 03:56 PM

Hi NIP!

I am skeptical but very intrigued by you writings.
Today, I remember this heard this song by Billy Thorpe for this first time in ages & thought of you.
The graphics are beautiful.
http://youtu.be/XR2oct3zeTM
Nobody in Particular (OP)
the Age of Confusion is Fully Manifest.
User ID: 2230535
United States
10/09/2011 04:11 PM
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Thankyou. Listening to it on you tube now. I invite you all to be skeptical. I so wish those involved
in all things of interest would be skeptical. Its how the mind is built and progress made. Some of
my stuff folks are simply not ready for, and that is ok. My work is more about awakening the star
seeds here as so many have not. and the dark has made it difficult by censoring every thing and
limiting publishing of material.

4d is the age of getting off the fence for those playing both sides of it, and also the age of
tremendous confusion as people are challenged to think because thinking is necessary to enter
the age of reason, 5d. God mind reasons, it does not copy, it gets out of the box. It is creative and
expansive. All part of the long story of how mind is evolved into God knowing soul. Growth of
organic mind is long and slow and this is a seed planet for that very purpose, the creation of new
minds/souls for the ever expanding creation.
Jane Smith
The hand wielding the sword bears the shame
User ID: 1215902
United States
10/09/2011 04:24 PM

Thankyou. Listening to it on you tube now. I invite you all to be skeptical. I so wish those involved
in all things of interest would be skeptical. Its how the mind is built and progress made. Some of
my stuff folks are simply not ready for, and that is ok. My work is more about awakening the star
seeds here as so many have not. and the dark has made it difficult by censoring every thing and
limiting publishing of material.

4d is the age of getting off the fence for those playing both sides of it, and also the age of
tremendous confusion as people are challenged to think because thinking is necessary to enter
the age of reason, 5d. God mind reasons, it does not copy, it gets out of the box. It is creative and
expansive. All part of the long story of how mind is evolved into God knowing soul. Growth of
organic mind is long and slow and this is a seed planet for that very purpose, the creation of new
minds/souls for the ever expanding creation.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
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I understand what you are saying, but taking that step is frightening. With that said, the veil is
thinning & it is getting more & more difficult for many of us to keep hiding from changes that are
clearly afoot.
I can tell that God intends me for some greater purpose. The attacks have gotten far worse in the
past few months. Not just trolls online, but in everyday life I feel like a bullseye has been painted
on my back. One that strongly draws negative, viscious people looking to attack without any
logical provocation. The headaches from psychic attacks are increasing as well. I wonder if this is
happening to other Indigos as well?
Judging from the haters you are subjected to, you probably think, "Join the club", lol! I feel it will
get far worse before the resolution -- I am unsure what that will be -- is presented.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
the Age of Confusion is Fully Manifest.
User ID: 2230535
United States
10/09/2011 04:30 PM

You know, because of some experiences that people have written about here, and even to me by
PM plus stories cropping up on my forum, I am considering writing a piece about this, because in
these very ends of ages on planets, this always occurs and in many ways. Dark minds see the
light and cause trouble. Government agents cause trouble and as the land shifts and sways, the
christian material in the bible suggesting the beings of "hell" coming up is actually quite true and
more and more of my readers are having difficult with more and more invisible or visible to them
beings also. As they come up from the dark recesses where trapped they will make some trouble
but can't really hurt anything.
I can tell an interesting story of a screaming bashee that came up out of the ground from under
my own house last winter, right thru my kitchen in fact. It didn't see it, but it otherwise did the
screaming banshee thing.
Go with the impulses being placed on you, there is reason for it, but tread lightly so you better
come to understand why. Many are simply being awakened at this time, and they will know why
and come into service quickly, in this case as evacuations may occur and they will know to assist
the frightened around them, is one good reason, as this time approaches of more earth changes.
Many are being awakened just to be "rocks" of support during frightening times.
Just before and after the ministasis you will be especially needed and you will know why. That you
are attracted even a little bit while being skeptical is enough in that you will KNOW in fact when
greater action becomes necessary.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 10/09/2011 04:35 PM
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Jane Smith
The hand wielding the sword bears the shame
User ID: 1215902
United States
10/09/2011 04:40 PM

You know, because of some experiences that people have written about here, and even to me by
PM plus stories cropping up on my forum, I am considering writing a piece about this, because in
these very ends of ages on planets, this always occurs and in many ways. Dark minds see the
light and cause trouble. Government agents cause trouble and as the land shifts and sways, the
christian material in the bible suggesting the beings of "hell" coming up is actually quite true and
more and more of my readers are having difficult with more and more invisible or visible to them
beings also. As they come up from the dark recesses where trapped they will make some trouble
but can't really hurt anything.
I can tell an interesting story of a screaming bashee that came up out of the ground from under
my own house last winter, right thru my kitchen in fact. It didn't see it, but it otherwise did the
screaming banshee thing.
Go with the impulses being placed on you, there is reason for it, but tread lightly so you better
come to understand why. Many are simply being awakened at this time, and they will know why
and come into service quickly, in this case as evacuations may occur and they will know to assist
the frightened around them, is one good reason, as this time approaches of more earth changes.
Many are being awakened just to be "rocks" of support during frightening times.
Just before and after the ministasis you will be especially needed and you will know why. That you
are attracted even a little bit while being skeptical is enough in that you will KNOW in fact when
greater action becomes necessary.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Thank you
It would be great if you did write a piece. I am certian there are many others who feel like they are
being attacked for no reason. It is interesting you mention the forces of darkness. I have ran into
several "people" in the past year that I am certain ore unsouled. Can be very unsettling.
Last Edited by Jane Smith on 10/09/2011 04:41 PM
(:-DeeZe
User ID: 1526377
United States
10/09/2011 07:09 PM
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Hey everyone,
I don't have time right now to get into what I would like to share with you as we are getting ready
for our Sunday evening gathering.
But, I do want to interject here that I love where this thread is going right now with respect to
dealing with the dark ones and their attacks on us.
We have been dealing with this problem as well and when I have some time, tonight or tomorrow
morning, I'll get into it with y'all.
Have a wonderful evening everyone!

Horusinsun
User ID: 3014281
Australia
10/10/2011 09:42 AM
Yep Jane and Nip there are things coming up from the deep certainly.
People are getting colder from these effects and I certainly hope we have ministssis soon, its reallt
getting beyond the joke down here.
Funny you mentioned Banshee nip I was just having a brie.....or af memory of one having lived in
Ireland and all.
Anyways I had to take a friend to hospital today as she hasnt slept in weeks and has health
issues, her GP trhew her out of his practice for apparently being rude, I mean when does a panic
attack get confused with rudeness.
Anyways, shit of a day, could surely use some downtime myself, as the attacks have begun
again.....they must be getting really desparate now......
Hope you are all well, awaiting an evac crew to the hospital ships for my friend and myself, have
sustained a bit of damage myself over the years.
23 years of attacks and awareness of the dark and how it fucks with people.........
Goosnight and stay well.
Brendan.
Jane Smith
The hand wielding the sword bears the shame
User ID: 1215902
United States
10/10/2011 10:41 AM
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Yep Jane and Nip there are things coming up from the deep certainly.
People are getting colder from these effects and I certainly hope we have ministssis soon, its reallt
getting beyond the joke down here.
Funny you mentioned Banshee nip I was just having a brie.....or af memory of one having lived in
Ireland and all.
Anyways I had to take a friend to hospital today as she hasnt slept in weeks and has health
issues, her GP trhew her out of his practice for apparently being rude, I mean when does a panic
attack get confused with rudeness.
Anyways, shit of a day, could surely use some downtime myself, as the attacks have begun
again.....they must be getting really desparate now......
Hope you are all well, awaiting an evac crew to the hospital ships for my friend and myself, have
sustained a bit of damage myself over the years.
23 years of attacks and awareness of the dark and how it fucks with people.........
Goosnight and stay well.
Brendan.
Quoting: Horusinsun 3014281

It is interesting, even my husband is taking notice that I am attracting viscious attacks for no
reason, sometimes from strangers. The way they come after me, it is almost as if I committed the
most heinous of crimes against them or their loved ones. Yet I have done nothing. They behave
almost as rabid animals. Very strange.
In retrospect, I believe I may have starting the awakening process in the late 90s. I do effect
electrical devices & catch glimpses through the "veil" on occasion. Otherwise, I really do not know
how to determine what awakening stage I might be in. I am amartial artist (it's not just an avatar)
so I do meditate & am quite disciplined. Just unsure how someone like me fits into the whole
process, as I am not a spiritual healer or anything like that.
Just a bit dumbfounded at this juncture.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
the Age of Confusion is Fully Manifest.
User ID: 2230535
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United States
10/10/2011 01:29 PM

I had not fully noticed your avatar, Jane, I studied martial arts, a Japanese version until the body
did not let me any more. I much enjoyed it. I was just beginning to qualify for brown belt around
the time I gave it up. I probably won't work on the piece for a day or two yet, to observe a bit more
posting, but ones who are actually dark DO NOTICE and some are very good at what I just like to
label voodoo for simplicity. I even had a reader pretending for some time to love my work and she
displayed it locally even and then came to Colorado to visit and it was just after she left I fully
realized her intent and she did make use of some "voodoo" type stuff, she is rather at home in
Belize of the Carib, being from Belgium and retired in belize. Some are very skilled in what they
play. This same person also had effect on the other one she visited here too, and set us against
each other, the but the other had already changed his path making that easy. I found out this lady
was actually a cia contact, on purpose and knew it.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 10/10/2011 01:33 PM
Jane Smith
The hand wielding the sword bears the shame
User ID: 1215902
United States
10/10/2011 04:42 PM

I had not fully noticed your avatar, Jane, I studied martial arts, a Japanese version until the body
did not let me any more. I much enjoyed it. I was just beginning to qualify for brown belt around
the time I gave it up. I probably won't work on the piece for a day or two yet, to observe a bit more
posting, but ones who are actually dark DO NOTICE and some are very good at what I just like to
label voodoo for simplicity. I even had a reader pretending for some time to love my work and she
displayed it locally even and then came to Colorado to visit and it was just after she left I fully
realized her intent and she did make use of some "voodoo" type stuff, she is rather at home in
Belize of the Carib, being from Belgium and retired in belize. Some are very skilled in what they
play. This same person also had effect on the other one she visited here too, and set us against
each other, the but the other had already changed his path making that easy. I found out this lady
was actually a cia contact, on purpose and knew it.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
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That is scary, creepy to have someone come to visit you in person for no reason other than to
spread hate & discontent. She sounds like a real sociopath type to me.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
the Age of Confusion is Fully Manifest.
User ID: 2230535
United States
10/10/2011 04:53 PM

easy. I found out this lady was actually a cia contact, on purpose and knew it.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

That is scary, creepy to have someone come to visit you in person for no reason other than to
spread hate & discontent. She sounds like a real sociopath type to me.
Quoting: Jane Smith
well I survived it fine after a bit of a shock, because when you communicate on the net it can be
difficult to fully discern intent. I was not happy however when she informed me she was coming to
colorado but it took until she was here, actually after she left to fully appraise the situation. It was
a learning experience and I did get rid of all the "gifts" she gave to me, which in and of itself was
suspicious as to the quantity, which suggested a huge game right there the first night I she and
hubby picked me up to go out to dinner after they arrived. She did not "learn" anything here as a
spy either, I have nothing to hide, but I know that was some of her mission, to get a first hand view
of me. I am used to being "infiltrated." or checked out. As we communicated over the maybe 4
months or so before she came here, she did build some trust in me but once she was near to me
physically, I became very wary. her physical energy was not clean.
When you experience these various contacts, it is important to "feel" the energy and to ponder
each one, for this is the time of great learning and all of you should feel very FREE to take
advantage of that opportunity. This is a world with a bit of almost everything you can image on it.
It's the "harvard" of the universe in that regard, in both of opportunity to learn and also because I
use "harvard" because is ultimately dark controlled and a place they look for servants.
It is a wondrous time to climb out of any boxes you have placed yourselves in. And to climb out of
boxes of restrictions is of God. I did a piece for CM once where he described how he has come
out of the Creator Son box, because of the necessary issues confronting the creation. he is a bit
of a maverick of the creator sons. There are quite a few Michael Sons here both incarnate and not
observing to learn what they must learn before they build a universe. And while I am not created a
michael son, I am an ascender, that is also my game plan, to head a new universe in outer space.
thus this is a GREAT incarnation for learning and service.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 10/10/2011 05:09 PM
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Nobody in Particular (OP)
the Age of Confusion is Fully Manifest.
User ID: 2230535
United States
10/10/2011 04:58 PM

I would all of you to look at this thread, where I am doing some teaching Thread: Has this scientist
changed the world with his discover?. A forumla for consciousness????? I have done a bit of this
here and there but my audiences have not be ready. Something in this thread said its time to
place this on the table again. This is a multifaceted world, where you can LEARN SO MUCH at
this time, and this thread will either awaken you to something you "remember" or show you
something new.
I made a number of posts in it, after watching the video on transformation of the human (not into a
god but a machine by the way, that is the singularlity being put forth on this planet which is not the
same as the oneness with God.) The singularity is a borg society. You do NOT want this, and this
is what this world is being prepared for by the adversaries to God.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 10/10/2011 05:01 PM
Jane Smith
The hand wielding the sword bears the shame
User ID: 1215902
United States
10/10/2011 05:28 PM

I took a glance at the thread. I am not a computer scientist, my degrees are in Sociology &
Finance. My thought are that machines could develop self awareness but I do not see how they
could become conscious. To me consciousness is contingent upon being with soul. Only God can
ensoul, give that spark of divine consciousness that enables us to live beyond our earthly bodies.
Once machines become self aware & can acess the resources to self propogate, we will have
enormous problems if safeguards are not in place. Even then, the best of safegouards are not fail
safe.
Our consciousness is what will seperate us from the machine's awareness, unless we allow the
machine to take control of our consciousness while our earthly bodies still live. That is another
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problem altogether, would we have the right to relinquish control? is it moral? Are we accountable
for the actions of a machine if we choose to relinquish control? how would we expell the the aware
machine? What if it refuses to be expelled?
I have no idea if what I just wrote made any sense. I just wrote as it flowed from me.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
the Age of Confusion is Fully Manifest.
User ID: 2230535
United States
10/10/2011 07:58 PM

I took a glance at the thread. I am not a computer scientist, my degrees are in Sociology &
Finance. My thought are that machines could develop self awareness but I do not see how they
could become conscious. To me consciousness is contingent upon being with soul. Only God can
ensoul, give that spark of divine consciousness that enables us to live beyond our earthly bodies.
Once machines become self aware & can acess the resources to self propogate, we will have
enormous problems if safeguards are not in place. Even then, the best of safegouards are not fail
safe.
Our consciousness is what will seperate us from the machine's awareness, unless we allow the
machine to take control of our consciousness while our earthly bodies still live. That is another
problem altogether, would we have the right to relinquish control? is it moral? Are we accountable
for the actions of a machine if we choose to relinquish control? how would we expell the the aware
machine? What if it refuses to be expelled?
I have no idea if what I just wrote made any sense. I just wrote as it flowed from me.
Quoting: Jane Smith

the universe has developed enormous problems because since they cannot self propangate, so
they will take over the man who has used the technology wrongly and in error in the hope of
raising himself up faster than nature provides. And the bigger danger is that darkened man knows
this and that is what you may be seeing on the web as the "singularity" which is the purposeful
creation of the borg world, if you have seen the star trek stuff, there was a LOT of teaching given
in those. (thus my attraction to those back in the late 60's and early 70's. When I do see singularity
threads here, I tend to post in them, for that reason, there are new agers that think it means
oneness with God. It does not. It means BORG.
And the machine can and does create Thoughtforms as does man, since it thinks, and this is
behind some the religious beliefs around "demons." many of the "demons" are demonic
thoughtforms which can and are created by man and machine alike. I have to get myself back into
the state I was when I was writing earlier in that thread, and accessing my monad before I
continue with this.
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at any rate, one of the several purposes of separating the weed and chaff on this planet is
separating the Human/machine mind combo, back into the human mind, removing the machine
portion. That is why a whole bunch of people were placed altogether on this world to isolate the
problem. There are also of course just a lot of normal thugs here and those still here working out
their karma from the lucifer rebellion.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 10/10/2011 08:02 PM
Nobody in Particular (OP)
the Age of Confusion is Fully Manifest.
User ID: 2230535
United States
10/12/2011 07:46 PM

Here is a piece that is very appropriate in these final times from Wisdomoftherays. although I have
permission to use these in full from the owner, I will publish within the rules here, so that you ones
have to click on the link to see the rest of it! There is wondrous material that is EASY to read and
understand there, that came as the result of the Spectrum News project that followed the end of
the Phoenix Journal Project.
[link to www.wisdomoftherays.com]

Recognizing YOUR Purpose Helps The Larger Plan
7/31/99 - Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn
Good afternoon, my scribe. It is I, Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn, come in Service to The One Light,
Creator God.
I have come as one of the Hosts of God, as a Messenger of Truth. And, I come as a
representative of the Inter-Galactic Federation of Sovereign Planets. I present to many under
different names, depending upon the purpose of the communication as well as the level of growth
and awareness of the individuals I work with and through. Monitor within yourself the energy
vibrations I present and you will recognize my energy.
There are distractions galore these days upon your orb as the Dark energies struggle to remain
hidden from the view of you who continue to march forward bearing the symbolic torch of Lighted
Truth. Many will effort to snuff out the “flame” of those who radiate this Infinite Flame, as the
vibrational emanations associated with you Lightworkers cause the Dark ones to know that their
games of trickery and deceit are soon to come onto center stage of attention within the mass
consciousness of even the most hardened skeptic.
The natural planetary cycle now nearing its end (only to start again new) is facilitating one
of the grandest opportunities you ones can have while in the physical environment. The
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incoming high-frequency Light energy is causing sympathetic resonance in all matter in
your sector of space. And thus the frequency of your planet, as well as of your physical
bodies, is quickly moving up, higher and higher, with each passing day. (Candace: we are in
the photon belt since 1992.)
With an increased physical-domain frequency, there comes a greater ability for the Higher Self
(the Soul-you) to integrate more fully within your physical consciousness. This in turn will bring
about heightened perceptual abilities such as what you ones call ESP (extra-sensory perception),
clairvoyance, intuition and such. Ones will no longer be able to look you in the eye and tell you an
outright lie without your inner signalings (alarms of sorts) going off.

See rest again at : [link to www.wisdomoftherays.com]
Jane Smith
The hand wielding the sword bears the shame
User ID: 1215902
United States
10/12/2011 08:19 PM
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I have come as one of the Hosts of God, as a Messenger of Truth. And, I come as a
representative of the Inter-Galactic Federation of Sovereign Planets. I present to many under
different names, depending upon the purpose of the communication as well as the level of growth
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There are distractions galore these days upon your orb as the Dark energies struggle to remain
hidden from the view of you who continue to march forward bearing the symbolic torch of Lighted
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games of trickery and deceit are soon to come onto center stage of attention within the mass
consciousness of even the most hardened skeptic.
The natural planetary cycle now nearing its end (only to start again new) is facilitating one
of the grandest opportunities you ones can have while in the physical environment. The
incoming high-frequency Light energy is causing sympathetic resonance in all matter in
your sector of space. And thus the frequency of your planet, as well as of your physical
bodies, is quickly moving up, higher and higher, with each passing day. (Candace: we are in
the photon belt since 1992.)
With an increased physical-domain frequency, there comes a greater ability for the Higher Self
(the Soul-you) to integrate more fully within your physical consciousness. This in turn will bring
about heightened perceptual abilities such as what you ones call ESP (extra-sensory perception),
clairvoyance, intuition and such. Ones will no longer be able to look you in the eye and tell you an
outright lie without your inner signalings (alarms of sorts) going off.

See rest again at : [link to www.wisdomoftherays.com]
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Thank you.

Nobody in Particular (OP)
the Age of Confusion is Fully Manifest.
User ID: 2230535
United States
10/12/2011 10:43 PM

Well Jane, here is a piece from the above website made just for you! I had Never noticed this one,
and although I have read many of them, I had not read all of them. This got my attention because
of the title in it. And just look what's inside. When I do write my piece, which is not done yet for
good reason, I will add the link to this one. HOPE it helps. Hatonn is Michael of Nebadon, in his
"incarnated form" (just like we are ourselves using one of these bodies on earth.) while it has
focus on that curiosity of the reptilian, it also for those "seeing things" the reason that this does
occur.
And you will see how these soulless ones are playing and in this ending of this age, you STAND
and are seen as prey, but I promise, if you let go of fear, they really can't do much. I do
understand how difficult it can be when folks play the game against you. boy do I understand that
one, and there are folks right here on GLP that are working "at night" to discourage me, I had an
experience last night in fact. But the folks in the day time are just as bad. I have been advised
sometimes to drop my frequency I vibrate at so I am not obvious. I have 24 strands of DNa and I
stick out. The most important thing is to drop the emotional response. I no longer shield myself so
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much at night, makes me more obvious I have discovered. I am going to attempt to install
"imaginary" Mirrors around myself to deflect the ones here on glp that are playing at voodoo, and
hope it bounces back to them 7 times the strength.
On “Reptilian” Shape-Shifting And The Hatonn - Ra Connection
10/29/99 - Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn
Good evening, my friend. It is I, Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn, come to you in Light and in Service to
The One Light, Creator God—symbolized Lovingly in your language by the term and tonality
“Aton”. Be at peace.
My scribe asks that I scan the various ones who will receive this Message and that I address that
which will be of the greatest benefit to ALL. And so we shall.
Many of you ones are seeking to have insight on the political and economical thinking and
“reasoning” of the so-called elite of your planet so as to have “inside” information and prophecy as
to what will happen. Many are seeking to have confirmation of the David dIcke and Credo Mutwa
information regarding reptilian phenomena [presented as Front Page stories in the August 1999
and October 1999 issues of The SPECTRUM, respectively]. And still most of you would like to
have specific information regarding the various UFO craft being sighted in your skies and what is
the Intergalactic Federation’s specific role at this time. (Some refer to us as the Confederation of
Planets in Service to The Infinite Source. Both are translational variances of the same idea.)
These topics are quite interesting for you ones to think about, and we who come in Lighted
Service to Creator Source must strike a balance between information that is truly helpful and
productive, and that which would merely serve as a distraction from more important, but less
asked about, situations.
First and foremost, please do NOT get overly worried or distracted by things like reptilian shapeshifting entities. Fear and worry will only serve to lower your frequency vibration and thus
destabilize your inner ability to remain consciously connected to Higher Guidance. There
are many phenomena on your planet that you ones have difficulty expressing in words, for there
are hardly the words to describe the happenings of higher-dimensional events as they produce a
harmonic vibrational effect (and thus observable manifestation) in your density.
For many thousands of your years, there have been encounters with higher-dimensional entities
who you ones would describe as both Angelic and Demonic. There are ones who you would call
Demonic, who have a primary agenda of enslaving your planetary population so as to further aid
their own survival. As your planet continually raises in frequency, you will become more and more
aware of these entities as they will become more and more apparent to you each in various
manners. This is because you are moving up in frequency and they cannot now so easily “hide” in
a vibratory range that used to be far less accessible to you.
Many of those you call a shaman or adept and others who have developed “second sight” can,
have, and will see right before their eyes the kind of shape-shifting transformations reported by
David dIcke and Credo Mutwa and others, where seemingly physical features (actually mostly
etheric perceptions) are described as becoming “distorted” or “ugly” or “reptilian” or such in
appearance. Note that what is observed always generates a negative emotional “gut” reaction (a
warning from one’s inner “radar”) rather than causing a feeling that is positive or uplifting.
It is quite possible for ones to observe the extreme overshadowment (Demonic possession of
sorts) of low-frequency humans by Dark, other-dimensional energies. For all intents and purposes,
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the human ones so possessed then become physical manifestations of (and hosts for) these
Demonic, other-dimensional entities.
When ones are around human beings who are overshadowed in such a thorough manner, they
will often begin to perceive the very powerful non-physical Demonic entities as they really are. The
observer of this phenomenon will indeed see—again, more with etheric sight than physical—the
transfiguration of the human likeness into the “reptilian” likeness as clearly as you would witness
the changing of a television station.
The “distortions” in etheric appearance (which cause a negative “gut” reaction in you Lighted
ones) are, generally speaking, the result of the continual efforts of these Demonic ones to deny
their Lighted connection to Source.
These Darkly motivated, other-dimensional entities have been working non-stop to try to enslave
the freedom of third-dimensional entities for thousands upon thousands of years. These ones
generally come from an area of your Milky Way galaxy that you refer to as the Orion constellation.
These ones are VERY real and have woven symbols of their place of origin into many of your
planetary endeavors—such as in the political, business, and entertainment arenas which impose
controls on you in one way or another.
These Demonic ones are those who are, in large part, responsible for the overly materialistic
focus of your planet at this time. These ones use the temptations of wealth, power, and ego desire
for fame and recognition to try to seduce you (a testing process) into distractions which can
eventually trap you under their control if you are not cautious and attentive to the process.
These Demonic ones are the ones to whom you “sell your soul” when, in a moment of
desperation, you state something to the effect of “I’d do anything for ----”. This sort of lowfrequency, emotionally desperate statement sends out a call to these ones, which then permits
them a foothold within your space that is well within the rules of non-interference of free will.
Remember that the call always compels the answer; this call would be likened to a petition or
prayer to the Angelic or Lighted aspects of Creation, just turned around the other way.
These Demonic ones, if allowed to persist, will begin to give human individuals what they are
wanting in terms of material wealth, fame, recognition and such, and the price is that the human
individual becomes their puppet to control. This can continue to such a degree that, for all intents
and purposes, the Demonic entity becomes the human person.
This game has been going on for centuries upon centuries on your planet. It should be recognized
and appreciated how such fits into the Larger Picture of the testing aspect of learning your lessons
on schoolroom Earth.
Your planet has already passed her final testing and is nicely adjusting to her new fourth-density
position. The transition will not be fully completed for several hundred of your years. However, as
I have already stated, as the background planetary frequency continues to rise, these
Darkly-motivated fourth-density Demonic entities are becoming more and more visible to
you ones now experiencing the transformation (awakening) process.
These Dark ones know that their time of mischief-making grows short. It is a matter of
mathematical certainty. The high planetary frequency and the high frequency of those of you who
observe these harmonic manifestations (intrusions) into the third-density illusion will cause their
mischievous charade to dissolve in relatively short order.
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Why is this? Remember that each must wear a sign, and the sensing or perception of the overall
energy form of these Dark ones automatically prompts an emotional (soul-level or “gut”) responsereaction of disgust in those who are, in the majority, oriented toward the Lighted aspects of The
Creation. Thus this “gut” disgust reaction creates a kind of “intrinsic motivation” within Lighted
ones to put an end to the charade of the Dark ones!
If I may use your words in a non-common format, this phenomenon of shape-shifting could be
termed “fourth-dimensional ‘bleed-through’ into the third-dimensional consciousness (reality)”. The
stronger the Demonic overshadowment, the more likely the effects of same will be observable in
the physical domain.
From a behavioral point of view, a completely demonically possessed person can appear quite
calm, rational, and relatively normal by external looks of things. Meanwhile, the basically goodhearted person who is entertaining such Dark energies, but struggling for release, is the one who
often becomes somewhat erratic, vicious, and nasty in their behavior; this is, by the way, the reallife basis for theatrical portrayals of such struggles in movies such as The Exorcist. The Demonic
entity knows its time of influence is potentially short-lived, and thus considers it has very little to
lose by not keeping its presence more hidden.
The Lighted ones who are bringing forth these kinds of Messages of exposure, and otherwise
awakening the public, are prime candidates for attack by such controlled individuals. The Dark
ones cannot stand to have their cover blown, for they know that they will be rejected as soon as
they are identified and exposed. Awakened Lighted ones have the unlimited Power of God
working through them (through prayers, etc.) to dissolve Dark energy infestations.
Therefore these Dark ones (both the Demonic entity and the controlled human host) are drawn to
having secret meetings and rituals wherein they can more fully manifest and intensify their true
vibrational nature. When these ones come together for the purpose of such expression of their
true nature, there will be, to use a scientific term, a “heterodyning” (mixing and multiplying) of their
energies, and thus there will be formed dimensional vortices wherein the Demonic entities can
“recharge” themselves and receive their “higher” instructions.
Realize, please, that these higher-dimensional Dark entities are themselves puppets—that is,
slaves to still higher-dimensional beings such as ones you have termed Lucifer and Satan.
The irony is that BOTH these Demonic entities and their human, so-called elite, hosts on your
planet, who work to enslave the rest of you, are themselves enslaved by the higher-dimensional
slave-masters. Such ones are kept in a constant state of manipulation (distraction) and thus are
somewhat blinded to the nature of their true condition and state of disconnect.
This process continues until there is little-to-no true soul essence left in either the human host
puppets or their other-dimensional masters. Such entities typically dissolve back into
undifferentiated (non-polarized) soul essence (Light), wherefrom they will take on a first-density
existence and repeat the evolutionary cycle again.
Fear NOT these Darkened ones, for they thrive on the frequency of fear. They know that
they control you, to some degree, by the mere act of you being frightened.
Fear NOT such contrived notions as failure, embarrassment, ridicule and such. These are
but mere tools used to keep you from recognizing your God-given right to freely choose to
call upon ALL of The Creation to offer you a solution for the betterment (freedom) of all
mankind everywhere.
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read the rest here:
[link to www.wisdomoftherays.com]
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 10/12/2011 10:55 PM
Nobody in Particular (OP)
the Age of Confusion is Fully Manifest.
User ID: 2230535
United States
10/13/2011 10:50 AM

I should note in the post above, that the Reptilians themselves have been removed from the
planet, 4 years ago now as part of the cleansing. But here are still those walking incarnate, or the
programmed thugs and real thugs, and the huge number of thoughtforms and "fairy" type beings
that have been entrapped in the ground and lower astral hells that are coming up and causing
some "nightmares" and other issues. PLUS VOODOO masters walking the earth yet who can
create thoughtforms and attack with them.
Be With God
User ID: 1491467
United States
10/13/2011 12:34 PM
I should note in the post above, that the Reptilians themselves have been removed from the
planet, 4 years ago now as part of the cleansing. But here are still those walking incarnate, or the
programmed thugs and real thugs, and the huge number of thoughtforms and "fairy" type beings
that have been entrapped in the ground and lower astral hells that are coming up and causing
some "nightmares" and other issues. PLUS VOODOO masters walking the earth yet who can
create thoughtforms and attack with them.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Dear Candace, BTW, how easy can we tell one is robotoid? Are robotoids smart? Are they college
graduated?
Nobody in Particular (OP)
the Age of Confusion is Fully Manifest.
User ID: 2230535
United States
10/13/2011 01:32 PM
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I should note in the post above, that the Reptilians themselves have been removed from the
planet, 4 years ago now as part of the cleansing. But here are still those walking incarnate, or the
programmed thugs and real thugs, and the huge number of thoughtforms and "fairy" type beings
that have been entrapped in the ground and lower astral hells that are coming up and causing
some "nightmares" and other issues. PLUS VOODOO masters walking the earth yet who can
create thoughtforms and attack with them.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Dear Candace, BTW, how easy can we tell one is robotoid? Are robotoids smart? Are they college
graduated?
Quoting: Be With God

yes and they can be generals et all, but they generally just memorize what is given them, their
ability to think in an original way is not good. If they do learn to think, more than planning dinner
sort of stuff, they can get a thought adjuster. they also lack the many lives that creates thinking
mind. their "focus" tends to be life as they experience with out much understanding of moving
forward. physical is for them. they are "neutral" so to speak. I had an ethics teacher that was a
robotoid once, and could not conceive ethics as a result.
robotoid doctors will only reproduce what they have been taught, they do no reason well about the
difference between individual systems.
robotoids have no sense of the continuence of life or past present or future type thinking. they are
easy prey for the invisibles.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 10/13/2011 01:37 PM
DrunkenEwok
User ID: 1548898
United States
10/16/2011 01:21 AM

NIP, do you know if we will gain any abilities such as telepathy, levitation, etc?
Nobody in Particular (OP)
the Age of Confusion is Fully Manifest.
User ID: 3273555
United States
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10/16/2011 09:21 AM

NIP, do you know if we will gain any abilities such as telepathy, levitation, etc?
Quoting: DrunkenEwok

many of you should be gaining telepathy NOW already. ask to be opened perhaps if you don't
sense that you are. Levitation can be learned. I can do it, for many many years now since early in
my marriage in my first house anyway. takes effort and there is no real use for it, haven't done it
for years. waste of time. I never used it to "travel" however, just to float when I was relaxing.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 10/16/2011 09:22 AM
Jane Smith
The hand wielding the sword bears the shame
User ID: 1215902
United States
10/16/2011 09:48 AM

I should note in the post above, that the Reptilians themselves have been removed from the
planet, 4 years ago now as part of the cleansing. But here are still those walking incarnate, or the
programmed thugs and real thugs, and the huge number of thoughtforms and "fairy" type beings
that have been entrapped in the ground and lower astral hells that are coming up and causing
some "nightmares" and other issues. PLUS VOODOO masters walking the earth yet who can
create thoughtforms and attack with them.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

When these "people" go on attack & I push back, they really go "freakshow". I had one at a school
try to dominate me, I pushed back & then she tried to bait me through my 6yo daughter. I pushed
back again, telling her she needed to go away & never return. Soon thereafter, she was standing
up & literally, her achilles tendon ripped in two; she has barely been mobile for months now.
That freaked me out a bit. I know I am a slider & can effect electrical devices with my emotion, but
this has made me excercise caution when projecting. Not that I have any qualms about
neutralizing a dark entity, but care must be taken. Then again, perhaps it was just coincidence.
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Nobody in Particular (OP)
the Age of Confusion is Fully Manifest.
User ID: 3273555
United States
10/16/2011 07:06 PM

if any of you cannot access my website, please post what time this happened, if you got back on
at all, or are still off, and a simple idea of where you live. We think it' an issue of IPS's but are not
yet sure.
well its up again, some sort of odd ISP problem, it was not down actually, but some could not
access. It is fixed now.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 10/18/2011 10:13 AM
Nobody in Particular (OP)
the Age of Confusion is Fully Manifest.
User ID: 3553743
United States
10/18/2011 10:13 AM

To MODS, this message is NOT against Trinity's and SHR's understanding here on GLP of the
Occupy movements and my postings have supported you and warned readers of who created this
movement and the desired outcome. Read it carefully, as you banned somebody who posted it as
a new thread. It is a message from the higher realms, from in fact God himself, saying that unless
people pull the right attitude into the Occupy projects, they are not going to win, they have to add
god to the equation. It clearly STATES what our NWO thugs are up to, and their intent. The term
Occupy Earth in the title is around the small glimmer of hope that man might enlighten himself and
thus an enlightened civilization might occur that will occupy the earth and NOT THE THUGS.

We do know the intent of the global occupy project. We do know it is created by the thugs that run
this earth. we do know their intent which is again, clearly stated in this piece, that of world
dominion. Thankyou Candace

I have made a change below, which is in RED, as kibo left out part of a sentence.
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OCCUPY EARTH!
CM: Today, dear ones, WE will use this one, that you lovingly refer to as ‘Uncle Kibo’, a term he
loves dearly, I might add....as more of a scribe than ever before.
This one has been through the wringer, so to speak, and is now dry and pressed to assume
something of his true role. But before all of that is set loose upon the world, a moment if you
please......
Ye ones have been failing to address the true issues at hand. You gather together against a
system that, now, you are aware of as being counterproductive to a healthy society...to be nice
about it. To be quite blunt, these dark and evil ones have done nothing but plot your demise for
several decades running through hundreds of years for some....and more.
You complain about their policies and gather in different cities to protest to the point of outright
rebellion. While WE are pleased that you are beginning to wake up and smell the proverbial
coffee, WE admonish you to put your souls into this endeavor. If you can accomplish that, then
you will collectively realize the mainstay and true foundation of that which you fight...these people,
that consider themselves to be the true power that rules your planet, are against the Will of
SOURCE CREATOR and plot and plan and act to usurp the rule of God Almighty Himself.
If you had the presence of mind, heart and soul, to realize the truth about them and yourselves,
you would all understand that all of your protestations will come to naught unless you are able to
gain the support of something real to push it over the line of absolute success.
By this WE speak of DIVINE WILL.
Divine Will cannot and will not be thwarted. The Creator of All Things Will not see a people go
unanswered, that call out to HIM/HER/IT in good faith and trust, with the understanding that they
seek the fulfillment of Divine Will and are willing to lay down their lives to serve that Will. They will
not be left by the wayside to fall in vain.

Greater love than this no man has, that he give up his life for his friend[s].
That which you call God is your Creator and Creational Father, but HE/SHE/IT is also your very
best friend. GOD can lay Itself on the line for It’s friends and never need fear losing that Life, for
the Life of GOD is the Life of All Things.
We are waiting patiently for you to gather together in the name of The One That Created You All,
as well as All Things. Is this too much to ask for? While the mighty 1% continue with their plans, in
spite of your efforts, and your brothers and sisters of faith in the greater universe and creation,
fight the good fight on your behalf IN THE NAME OF THE ONE AND THE COUNTENANCE OF
THE ONE, can you, the mightier 99%, muster up the faith that will gain you the full support and
efforts of an endless array and number of Celestial Hosts?
Where is the desire to live by the golden rule and The Law of One? WE see you struggling to
overcome and change a system of things that cares little, if anything, about you and your actions
and desires. Were it not for our efforts, you would have been put down before such a thing as you
presently experience, had even begun.
Six and a half billion of you are slated for death by their hands. Can you fight them? Can you fight
them with words and chants, slogans and phrases? Can even the common sense of what you are
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bringing to light and asking for, mean an iota of anything to those that you charge with having the
responsibility to change for your sakes? Will they change for you? Will they change at all? Will
they change for any reason other than being faced with a force so much greater than themselves
as a whole and even as being more than the sum of their parts?
Even now, they plan to rush headlong into even more war and devastation that will, if all goes as
they plan, will still result in the death of 99% of you. That is what they think of your 99%. You are,
to them, the 99% that they had always planned to kill and destroy for the sake of their ‘perfect new
world order’.
Tell me...what force of might, what power, what arms do you have at your disposal? You are
seeking to use this to change the perception of people that have been brainwashed into believing
and supporting the perception that they have been brainwashed into supporting.
In the end, it will still be war. War against sovereign nations that don’t play ball by their rules, such
as Libya and Iran...which will lead into Venezuela, Russia and China...and more. Even some
nations that have played ball and have always played ball, will suffer at the hands of these
Luciferian, Satanic high mucky-mucks.....The real battle...the final battle, is soon to come. It is
coming as WE speak. It IS coming, make no mistake or have any doubt about it, for you all have
made it so.
Where are the masses of free=will, intelligent, ascending beings that wish to serve, forever, the
Will of The One?
Where are the many that come in answer to GOD’s Call?
HIS CALL TO ARMS!
HIS CALL TO ACTION!
HIS CALL TO AWARENESS!
HIS CALL TO SERVICE!
HIS CALL TO PRAYERS!
?????????????
GOD WILL NEVER DENY A PEOPLE THAT CALL OUT TO HIM TO BE FREE FROM
DARKNESS AND FEAR!
Perhaps, after all, it is too much for ye ones to insert GOD into such a struggle for human rights
and dignity
BUT IF THE CREATOR OF ALL THINGS
AND I, EVEN I MYSELF
YOUR UNIVERSE FATHER
Are not the Creator[s]
Of those rights and dignities
As well as
Your intelligence
And free=will
If PAPA
Is not
THE SUSTAINER
THE BEHOLDER
THE UPHOLDER
OF WORLDS
AND NATIONS AND PEOPLES AND INDIVIDUALS
SERVANTS AND FRIENDS
Then Who is?
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WE ARE HERE
And
We have pushed you
To see for yourselves
And think for yourselves
And feel for yourselves
And give of yourselves
For each other
In solidarity
In unity
And in love and light of devotion
To the DIVNE WITHIN YOU
AS WELL AS
THE DIVINE THAT YOU ARE WITHIN
We admonish you all
To ponder these words
For WE ARE HERE
WE HAVE DONE WHAT WE HAVE DONE
WE DO WHAT WE DO
WE ARE DOING WHAT WE ARE DOING
AND WILL AND SHALL DO
WHAT WE WILL AND SHALL DO
Whether ye see it or not
Or understand it or not
Or accept it or not
Ye ones have been knocked down
In so many ways
On so many levels
You were on your backs
WE HAVE HELPED YOU
WE HAVE ADMINISTERED TO YOU
WE HAVE LIFTED YOU UP
TO AND BEYOND YOUR KNEES!
SHALL WE CONTINUE TO DO SO
WITHOUT YOUR OWN STRENGTH AND WILL
TO HELP LIFT
AND RAISE
YOURSELF UP?
Now is the time!
There are billions of you!
Collect yourselves!
Reach out to each other!
In your prayers
In your meditations
In your actions
In your light
In your love
In your hopes
In your dreams
In your desires
Each one being
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As they are
to do as they do
Within the
SOURCE AND CENTER OF ALL THINGS
Who has made them to be such
WE ADMONISH AND ENCOURAGE YOU ALL
TO BE WHAT YOU ARE
GOD ON EARTH
IN THE EXPERIENCE OF PERCEPTION
MADE MANIFEST IN BEING!
Embrace Your Divinity!
Claim It!
Own It!
Become the Lights You are in Fulfillment!
Become the Love You are in Fulfillment!
One sings!
One writes!
One dances!
One prays!
One meditates!
One protests!
One teaches!
One leads!
One points a way of many ways!
One rants
One raves
One accepts
One whispers
One moves
One is still
ALL AT THE SAME TIME
EVER CHANGING THEIR ROLES
THEIR INTENTS
THEIR ACTIONS
ALL WITH THE SAME GOAL!
YE ARE MORE THAN THE SUM OF YOUR PARTS!
GOD IS HERE
I AM HERE
I, EVEN I AM, IS HERE
ACT WITH THAT
LET IT ACT WITH YOU
DEMAND IT
ON EVERY LEVEL AND WAY OF BEING
SPIRITUAL MENTAL EMOTIONAL PHYSICAL
POLITICAL FINANCIAL
RELIGIOUS
AND SPIRITUAL
GIVE US PERMISSION
DEMAND IT
LET THE 99% BE IN UNITY
WITH THE ONE THAT IS ALL THINGS!
WE ARE ALL HERE FOR YOU
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But so many of you deny the spiritual part of this
We are Waiting
You will do this thing
And get it done
With or without us
As an active, conscious part and awareness
OF DIVINE OVERCONTROL
whether ye ones
are actively and consciously aware of it
or not...
ponder that
and see what you can see
or make of it.......
GOD has made LAW
Humanity’s Freedom from darkness
And the gainful earning of
eternal and infinite Light and Life
So few of you consider us
As being partners in your struggle
Accept us as your co=creators
As we have accepted you
Make room for us
That WE may also
=Occupy Earth=

That is enough for now
This one has had a hard and rather enduring night
In order to have earned the right
To give this message.
Consider Our words
The Best Possible Outcome is Promised
But how we all get there
On THIS planet
From here on out
Is up to you.
I AM
Your Master Sovereign Creator of Nebadon
The Universe in which you reside
And Your Universal Father and Friend
SOURCE CREATOR IS FATHER AND FRIEND TO ALL
And so WE are One
In this and in all things
We ask you all
To embrace the unity
That is your true reality.
CHRIST MICHAEL ATON
******************************
Those making it a mission to collect clusters of 3 green thumbs, these works from my
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website are approved by SHR of GLP for publishing of FULL content. Please do not waste
the mods time by making copyright infringement reports on them. Thankyou.-NIP

[link to abundanthope.net]
This piece is under copyright protection of [link to www.abundanthope.net] It may be placed
anywhere on the web as long as it is not changed in any way and a link placed back to this site. It
is preferred you place the entire piece, and if not possible to do so, you must note that the rest of
it can be found at the link. Thankyou, Candace.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 10/19/2011 11:47 AM
It is NOT Rude of me to ask that on this very confused world, that it's citizens stop to think about
what they carry around as "truth" that is indeed BLING. It is the time of the blind leading the blind
and the internet makes that easy for everyone to get on their soapbox. This is not a bad time, but
you must take responsibility for what YOU create, and be careful not to pass on the BLING as
"truth." INSPECT everything, thus you can consciously grow your MIND/SOUL.
Immanuel said 2000 years ago: "Truly, I say to you, wisdom must be learned from the laws of
Creation, which humans may recognize in nature. But if humans do not think and seek, they will
not be able to attain wisdom and will remain fools.There is no higher happiness than wisdom, no
better friend than knowledge, and no other saviour than the power of the spirit."
To Consciously GROW yourself, to have desire for knowledge, is of GOD. It is what makes you in
fact, a SON of God. You are to develop your GOD MIND. THAT IS YOUR PURPOSE for YOUR
LIFE ETERNAL. ALWAYS the continual Development of FIERY INTELLIGENCE, centered in
heart. There is no other way to God KNOWING in fact. BELIEFS are POSTULATIONS, NOT
KNOWING.
Remember always the FATHER is WITHIN YOUR MIND and always available thusly to YOU
without any intercession from another.
My personal teaching and commentary on GLP may be used freely anywhere. NIP (Candace)
Horuinsun
User ID: 3690104
Australia
10/20/2011 12:02 PM
Quick hello to you all....
Am heading to bed and just had a huge whack of attacks as I was about to post about
thoughtforms....
If any are interested in the works of T Lobsang Rampa is regards to the use of thoughtforms as
well as dark entities that are manipulaated into doing such horrendous things as such in voodoo, it
could help in the understanding and eventual education of how and where and why we must clear
such things.
I had written a post before this that just dissappered right in front of my eyes and something has
been bugging me for quite some time.
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Also my sister reported a cold ghost in her home, blocking her from opening a door.
This one has been around this family for quite some time and I could do with support removing it.
Ther are also alot of flu bugs ans gastro here in this city, some related to energy and others to the
health of people.
There are things also starting to come out after dark more noticable than before........
Hope you are alright and the battle has begun in ernest.....there are major energy works going on
at night which I must now go and attend to...
See you somewhere in the middle and keep shining folks......
that voodoo one is very disturbing indeed, I am sick of the use of this stuff, plus the use of knives
in rituals, not trying to scare anyone, but check out the Arizona Wilder interview on youtube....
Regards Brendan....
Nobody in Particular (OP)
the Age of Confusion is Fully Manifest.
User ID: 3582325
United States
10/20/2011 02:58 PM

yep these things are on the increase, and the voodoo folks are using their "skills" some more too.
the best defense is shielding but that doesn't alway work and it's hard to remember to keep the
shields up 24/7, so just send entities packing, usually by the statement of Jesus christ.
You are allowed to uncreate thoughtforms, as they are not fully living beings, and you can also
uncreate the little gremlins dark being can create by sending a portion of themselves to cause
problems. they use these to cause all sorts of things, including computer troubles, manufacturing
issues, sending you night mares and other stuff. If its not a "whole" person you are allowed to
make it very dead. the light uses these too, which are sometimes those balls of light that show up
in pictures, particularly digital pics. It's a skill. I have actually seen light balls around my computer
a few times and had some show up in pics too. Ashtar called this the use of "good little fairies" in
one of the PJ's. In fact you can download and read PJ #5 if interested by Ashtar, way back when.
[link to www.freewebs.com]
I have not been able to get to it yet, but I am planning on placing a short piece on my website on
all this stuff.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 10/20/2011 02:59 PM
(:-DeeZe
User ID: 1526377
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United States
10/22/2011 11:31 AM
OWS Earth Changes Update Lion Beings by James Gilliland
http://youtu.be/KveZBoZ5M60
Tiago63
User ID: 3807489
Brazil
10/22/2011 02:50 PM

In the region where I live there are no UFO sightings at all, the last one occurred some 26 years
ago.
Is there any reason for that?
Nobody in Particular (OP)
the Age of Confusion is Fully Manifest.
User ID: 3582325
United States
10/22/2011 09:07 PM

In the region where I live there are no UFO sightings at all, the last one occurred some 26 years
ago.
Is there any reason for that?
Quoting: Tiago63

do you mean a specific area in brazil, or all of brazil. I have memories of seeing reports of UFO
sightings not long ago in Sao Paolo. Otherwise I have no clue, have you researched this on
google or any brazil sites for UFO's?
Nobody in Particular (OP)
the Age of Confusion is Fully Manifest.
User ID: 3582325
United States
10/23/2011 12:03 PM
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This is a colorized version of the black and white pic taken of Esu in 1961. I am placing it here for
a reason, so a friend can grap the image. It didn't sent right from from my computer. His hair is a
tad lighter, but his eyes are blue grey.

DOK
User ID: 3777241
United States
10/23/2011 01:20 PM

This is a colorized version of the black and white pic taken of Esu in 1961. I am placing it here for
a reason, so a friend can grap the image. It didn't sent right from from my computer. His hair is a
tad lighter, but his eyes are blue grey.
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Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Thank you for posting that beautiful picture NIP..This is my first day on here and that was a
welcome sight!
Nobody in Particular (OP)
the Age of Confusion is Fully Manifest.
User ID: 3582325
United States
10/23/2011 07:23 PM

this is my new project. it an ah team project. You are invited to participate.
Thread: Pondering One's Convictions
(:-DeeZe
User ID: 1526377
United States
10/23/2011 09:47 PM
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Nobody in Particular (OP)
the Age of Confusion is Fully Manifest.
User ID: 3582325
United States
10/23/2011 10:35 PM

Quoting: (:-DeeZe

now if someone could just give him big blue eyes!
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 10/23/2011 10:46 PM
Nobody in Particular (OP)
the Age of Confusion is Fully Manifest.
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User ID: 3582325
United States
10/24/2011 03:43 PM

Those making it a mission to collect clusters of 3 green thumbs, these works from my
website are approved by SHR of GLP for publishing of FULL content. Please do not waste
the mods time by making copyright infringement reports on them. Thankyou.-NIP
THE GREAT SHIFT TOWARDS THE ONENESS WITH GOD : NOW!!!

I AM Machiventa Melchizedek.
Today I prefer to come forth as joint Planetary Princeof Urantia, together with Esu Sananda and
inform you again of the current movement or start of the great shift towards the Oneness with God
or the energy of the One. That is about to rule your mother Earth or Gaia preferred amongst you.
Many Light Beings have taken leave from their homes to help Christ Michael of Nebadon in this
Great Time of Transition or the Great Divine Shift as I called it before. Many Light workers woke
up only recently to their tasks as indeed great changes will and are befalling you.
As you are aware, your Sun is part of the Divine Process to increase the frequency or vibration of
Gaia. Next to cosmic rays, the Waves mentioned to you, all is partaking of the Divine Will to
prepare this Christ Michael Bestowal Planet on its journey to the Light and Life status. All life will
recognise and live by the Laws of One, by knowing their inherited Divinity and act and live
accordingly.
This is not possible outside of the hearts and minds of all, yet prevented by a dark veil that refuses
to lift and give up its faked and forced dominion. Nevertheless, this will and IS resulting in its own
demise by the higher frequency and Light and Divine Energy that starts to prevail and prevents
lesser energy to stay.
When you experience negative vibes or heavy emotional roller coasters, then such may be the
entities and lower energies still trapped or hanging on, now fleeing the scene what we can clearly
see en masse. As one of the four and twenty directors, I take it upon me to bring you glad tidings
of the great changes you have entered upon. I came by a few times through the one I called my
child, near and dear to me, to encourage you to stay the course and work diligently until such time
where you can stand tall and proud of the level of Divinity you discovered and exhibited within and
without.
Well, such time has arrived. Mother Earth has stood her ground, with much pain inflicted, but with
too much at stake to give up. She is warming up, expanding with and by even stronger charges
and Cosmic Divine stimulation underway as we speak. I must however say, this is not to scare
you, on the contrary, to encourage you to make the same changes; yours towards raising the
frequency, through Love and Light Service, so that the Divine River dormant in you can become a
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torrent of Light.
As you see the old and greedy empires crumbling under their own dark self inflicted weight, you
lift up Gaia with your Light and Love and spreading Truth.
As you see the volcanoes darkening the skies, you brighten your neighbourhood with any needs
others may be found with. Even if you doubt or do not understand now, any sincere need through
your pure intent to help, will somehow be met.

As you see or experience the earth to shake, or the seas to roar and bring big waves unto shore,
you stand your ground, firm in Godly determination
Oh Yes, Great Changes you have entered upon, but the greatest will be the transformation
towards Gaia in Light and Life; will be your dormant Light to rise and shine like daylight at sunrise;
will be you claiming your Divine Heritance in full.
Until we meet, my dear ones and make yourself proud by receiving what you deserve as children
of the Most High and God Within.
I AM Machiventa Melchizedek.
in Divine Love, Light, Service, Always and in All Ways, according to His Will,
Johan

[link to abundanthope.net]

This piece is under copyright protection of [link to www.abundanthope.net] It may be placed
anywhere on the web as long as it is not changed in any way and a link placed back to this site. It
is preferred you place the entire piece, and if not possible to do so, you must note that the rest of
it can be found at the link. Thankyou, Candace.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 10/24/2011 03:43 PM
Nobody in Particular (OP)
the Age of Confusion is Fully Manifest.
User ID: 3582325
United States
10/26/2011 06:32 PM
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Those making it a mission to collect clusters of 3 green thumbs, these works from my
website are approved by SHR of GLP for publishing of FULL content. Please do not waste
the mods time by making copyright infringement reports on them. See the end of the post
for link and details. Thankyou, NIP

IF NOT NOW, RECOGNISING AND USING YOUR OWN DIVINITY AS THE GODS YOU ARE,
THEN WHEN?

For those not sure who Machiventa is, he is Permanent planetary prince of this world and the one
mentioned in the bible in the days of Abraham. He replaces the fallen prince of this world who
went into rebellion with Lucifer. Just as folks are fired in companies on earth, so those that go
astray in "heaven" fired also. -Candace

I AM Machiventa Melchizedek
After coming to this scribe a few days ago and bringing glad tidings that big change is upon you,
well now that you have received the warning from Esu Sananda, you know this was no wishful
thinking.
I should add you may consider yourselves priviledged one way, to receive such warnings and
updates. That is your ofcourse your reward for following the advise and suggestiongs during your
daily meditations and prayer, your personal moments of silence and balance. It is not by chance
that Christ Michael has directed you towards your own Inner and Higher Secure Connection.
Next to Esu Sananda his warning, also areas neighbouring or bordering the ring of fire and
westcoast of America might feel the impact, most likely or mayby not that direct and strong
though. Please give heed to the call to be prepared with the essentials we advised so many times
already.
I will assist Esu Sananda where needed and possible and be your spiritual link when needed and
desired from your side, HOWEVER: As Spiritual Planetary Prince of Urantia mainly, where Esu
Sananda takes care of the more material developments, I need to enforce the following
information as Esu Sananda touched upon aswell : ALL YOUR SPIRITUAL PREPARATIONS
were test runs for your Spiritual Connections to be tried and tested, to be alive and kicking so to
speak.
This would only add to the proof and assurance what you can contact is clearly around, is
available and accessible all the time. Make good use of your '' waiting '' time to try and test your
divine channels and Celestial Ones you feel comfortable working with. When amenities and
luxuries and modern day services break up, you at least have what it takes to receive information
and advise.
IF NOT NOW, FULLY RECOGNISING AND USING YOUR OWN DIVINITY AS THE GODS YOU
ARE, THEN WHEN ???
We are on full standby for help where needed but now we entered a blessed period in time where
you can prove what you are made of. So stand up Light workers and starseeds, now is your
moment !!!
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I AM Machiventa Melchizedek.

**************************
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Siraya is the Son of God who presides over the 7th Superuniverse. Orvonton is the name of our
superuniverse, and its core galaxy is the Milky Way, but the Milky Way is not the sum total of
Orvonton. These Sons who preside over the 7 Super Universes are called the 7 Master Spirits.
There are 7 orbs of the Infinite Spirit which orbit Paradise and each of these Sons has his
headquarters on one of them. Earth is rather blessed to have the involvement of Siraya here.
Highly unusual.

Siraya Discusses Earth's Inevitable Change
thru Jess
10-25-11
Siraya, I feel you have comments you want to make. I ask you to use my written voice to speak to
our situation as you see it at this time.
Jess, I can speak to you now. My voice is your voice this evening. We are watching the
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developments on Earth and are excited to see the nearness of the completion of this phase of its
evolution. This has been a period of great confusion, and many have learned lessons to avoid in
the future. A smaller number has awakened to their inner connection with the spiritual universe
that surrounds them. They each are part of your Creator Michael's vision for how his universe
grows and deals with its problems. Each has a role, and each must accept his or her place in the
tapestry showing the growth and exponential learning of the human collective.
I say we observe because we are overseers for the development of each universe within our
superuniverse of Orvonton. Each universe has its own purpose, and the working out of each set of
issues inherent in its design is described by the way it develops and addresses its core problems.
Urantia, as Earth is called in our records, has had its share of trickery and persuasion not to
accept its place in Christ Michael's creation. Lucifer, as you know, turned many against the plans
of Christ Michael Aton, and Urantia was quarantined for the re-education of many of those siding
with Lucifer.
The time of Lucifer is over, as you know. He chose uncreation, and his followers are now without a
leader. They continue to act as if they have a purpose, but their cause is lost. The negativity this
rejection of Christ Michael has caused is immeasurable. The effect of this reversal is evident today
on your planet. The truth of spiritual unity and compassion has been subverted to a pursuit of
individual power at the expense of the rights of anyone in the way. Man's understanding of his role
in the created universe has been hidden from him intentionally, and his self perception has been
blunted to provide little insight into his spiritual nature. He has been trained not to think or feel
anything but what has been proscribed for him by those who have obtained power. This reverse
education has made the majority of Earth's inhabitants politically malleable and intellectually
undiscerning.
This agenda has allowed the few who have wrested control to use the majority of Earth's
population for their personal interests. Their actions began in opposition to Christ Michael's intent
and have continued their momentum to today. The global nature of this disruption has eaten away
at the spiritual reality of Earth's creation. Man's attention today is focused more on his
surroundings and his perception of position than it is on his spiritual nature and an existence
beyond the details of this incarnation. He has lost his awareness that he is an eternal part of the
universe that has been created for this stage of his experience.
Earth's state of being was foreseen as a possibility but not projected as the likely direction Christ
Michael's creation would take. The showplace he created as Earth has become tarnished and
almost unrecognizable. Man reflects his surroundings because, unfortunately, he has forgotten his
connection to Christ Michael.
The transformation that has been determined for Urantia will restore its original character and
nature. Man will be awake to his surroundings and the purpose of his existence on this planet. He
will understand the role he has to play. He will see how it interacts with everyone else who is
working to actualize this change.
Man will become a vessel of light and energy. His purpose will be clear and enlightening for the
direction he goes as a physical being. His actions will be decided with responsibility and an
awareness of his function as part of the spiritual whole.
This state of spiritual enlightenment is not achieved immediately, even as Christ Michael is
shaping the parameters of what may be most open to this new agenda. Man is removing himself
from the shackles of his overlords, but his ingrained habits are difficult to erase overnight. The
transformation that has begun will be in phases and is dependent upon man's willingness to
embrace his purpose.
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The scenario Christ Michael has devised will accomplish his intentions with less disaster than was
projected, although his realization that man needs a shock to his mental system to acknowledge a
paradigm shift in cultural norms seems to be persuading him that man should experience some of
the results of his uncaring treatment of Earth by losing many of what are considered his basic
needs. The necessity for him to evaluate and compromise in his interactions with others will
trigger the start of a new way of viewing his place as a part of Urantia's mission.
You ask for details and projections. I cannot give you those. You situation on Earth is uniquely
yours, and your reality will be what you make it to be. Spiritual truth means existing within the
parameters of your chosen lifestyle and reconciling those with the intentions and choices of your
creator. Christ Michael Aton designed and constructed his universe of Nebadon to explore
aspects of an incarnation with a triune spirit. Your existence on Urantia has examined only certain
aspects of what is a much grander concept. These have been focused on the limits of duality and
lack of spiritual awareness that has shaped your recorded history.
This exploration has run its course, and it is time now for those desiring to continue with the
evolution of Urantia to prepare for its next phase of existence. The physical form of Urantia will
adapt to new waves of energy and a higher frequency of awareness. All things connected with the
planet will change to accommodate this evolution. Man, as part of this physical embodiment will
also adapt and assume new forms in keeping with the new levels of energy and information.
I wish I could tell you specific political and economic developments, but like the energy in your
universe, they are in flux and no outcome is fixed beyond the reality of your planet changing. The
need for restructuring, however, will force existing assumptions to evolve. Those that cannot or
will not change will not be able to continue existing.
Watch the results of what is happening. The reportage and the commentaries are misleading, if
not downright misinforming. These untruths instruct you to accept the conclusions they present
without any individual research or examination. Accepting interpretations without determining your
own opinions is foolhardy.
To survive this inevitable change, man must prepare physically and emotionally. He must be
ready to move if necessary. He must be sufficiently rested to maintain any degree of stamina. He
must participate willingly and with an idea of obtaining new insights. This new perception will
begin to define man's changing involvement with his circumstances and those he interacts with.
The changed Urantia will be reflected in the changes in man's behavior and attitudes. This entire
one unified whole will ascend together.
I speak to you as representative of the Creator Source in Orvonton. We are pleased with what is
happening on your creator's favored planet.
Siraya
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Message 76: WIND DOWN AND STOP
By Rosie
Oct 26, 2011 - 6:32:26 AM

Seraphin through Rosie, 26th October 2011

R: Dearest Seraphin; apart from feeling tense, as if I am carrying the whole world around in my
head, the image of a bus keeps returning to me. I journeyed on such a bus recently. It was split in
two halves, joined by a flexible middle part so that it could turn tight corners more easily …

S: Yes, Dearest, and so it is that everyone chooses their own method of transport TO TRAVEL
FORWARD ON THE SPIRITUAL ROAD. Many still believe, of course, that the journey is purely
physical, that the tarmac under their feet is the only thing they can feel, that the presence of
wrinkles on their faces indicates progression on that journey. But we say that all that is secondary,
and that wisdom is not acquired purely by moving forward at breakneck sped, but also by
stopping, taking detours, covering certain stretches twice with increased awareness the second
time around.

Your body is not travelling on a bus; it is your mind which is travelling, giving its attention to what
is happening – or what it can recognise – through one specific window. You may travel exactly the
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same route, in exactly the same bus (in exactly the same body, so to speak) BUT VIEWED FROM
A DIFFERENT WINDOW, your experience (which is always a learning experience) WILL BE
DIFFERENT.

At the beginning of your incarnation you choose which “encasing” to inhabit, from which you will
view your experience. This may be a “bus” of the nature you describe – a large rumbling body with
a central pivot, suitable for taking much “on board”, but still capable of negotiating tight corners
and situations, although it is not quite designed for this purpose originally. It adapts to
circumstances. Or you may choose the form of a sports car – fast and sleek and limited room for
company. Or you may choose a bicycle – self-powered, alone, independant, with a very moderate
pace.

BUT WHATEVER VEHICLE YOU CHOSE, WHETHER YOU ARE WALKING OR TRAVELLING
ON THE FASTEST JET, YOUR POWERS OF PERCEPTION ARE PARAMOUNT. YOUR VIEW
DEPENDS ON YOUR ABILITY TO PERCEIVE, WITH THE TOOLS AT YOUR DISPOSAL.

The phenomenon you call DEATH is merely a bus-stop. You get out of the bus and decide which
vehicle to take next. You may wish to take a rest at the roadside first, before continuing, in order
to digest and fully understand the experience of the last ride before launching into a new one.

This FULL COMPREHENSION and FULL DIGESTION is what is lacking HERE AND NOW on
your planet WITHIN YOUR PRESENT LIVES. One appointment, one stint of “work”, one
invitation, one dose of “entertainment” follows the next in closer and closer sequence, until all
other alternatives are greeted with the panicky statement I JUST HAVEN’T GOT THE TIME.
When the volcanoes roar, when the seas are agitated, when commodities are scarce, when chaos
spreads due to financial insecurities, will you still be saying that you have “no time” to check out
what is going on beyond the rim of your restricted lives? The irony of this is that once the chaos
materialises, YOU WILL HAVE ALL THE TIME IN THE WORLD TO CONTEMPLATE HOW THIS
CAME ABOUT.

And we ask you to consider WHAT IS REALLY GOING ON HERE? RETURN TO THE VERY
ROOTS OF YOUR BEING, TO YOUR INNER SANCTITY, TO REGAIN AN INSIGHT INTO YOUR
REAL NEEDS, YOUR REAL GOALS, YOUR REAL JOYS, instead of accepting the conveniently
offered entertainments and solutions and role models offered by your perverse society. It is time
to GROW GROW GROW in accordance with your own DIVINE IMPRINT. DO NOT LET
YOURSELVES BE COERCED INTO COMPLIANCE AND COMPROMISE, for your combined
efforts will bring the next bus-stop nearer, and then a SUDDEN JOLT WILL FORCE
EVERYTHING – INCLUDING YOUR EARTH – TO WIND DOWN AND STOP. For if this were to
continue, you would be throwing yourselves into self-destruction, and this, Beloveds, YOU WILL
TURN AROUND.
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This scribe says that she feels as if she is carrying the world in her head, and this is a justified
feeling because YOU ARE THE WORLD and THE WORLD IS YOU, and if the earth is under
great pressure, stretched to breaking point, then you also (if in alignment and in sympathy with the
earth) will be feeling that pressure. KNOW OF THE INTRICATE CONNECTION BETWEEN ALL
PEOPLE AND ALL THINGS, FOR YOU ALL SPRING FROM THE SAME SACRED SOURCE,
AND YOU ARE ALL CAPABLE OF ACTIVATING THAT CONNECTION.

Shall we take that one step further and say that you have THE WHOLE UNIVERSE in your
heads? AND THAT HERE TOO, YOU HAVE THE POTENTIAL TO CONNECT. This you may not
believe, and we do not ask you to believe but to investigate further, increasing your knowledge
daily, reaching ever deeper into the well of infinite opportunity which will open up before you,
should you care to entertain the possibility of its existence.

There is no reason why – in the long run – you should not be able to disembark from your
crowded old clattering bus, lumbering awkwardly round corners so that you have to hang onto the
poles and straps provided, and embark instead on a space craft with full comforts and high
technology – a vantage point which offers a completely new and vastly detailed view through its
windows.

So be advised, Dear Ones, of your power and potential in these times of great change, and
although you have heard it so often, BE THE CHANGE YOU WISH TO SEE. We are watching
over you to see where your dreams will take you. We love you, Seraphin
[link to abundanthope.net]
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Do a favor to your own integrity and living within reality woman. You mean to tell me you
reading urantia wasn't the cause of your beliefs? That you received these things from
visions or contact with aliens? Be honest, you are just trying to turn your beliefs into
reality by lying to yourself. That's kinda called schizophrenia. You're better than that.
If I take the time with you is because I'd like to see your true self speaking and not just the
parroting of that fairy tale book you like so much. Not different from the relig-bots who only
repeat John chapter 1 over and over, these people are doomed.
the above in bold is a quote from one who has often chased me around here. Koelbren. NIP
********************
I mean to tell you that reading the Urantia Book was not the source of a single belief. It was a
journey into memory for me. I was encouraged many times to read it before I bought it. It kept
coming out of the shelf to me. The first time I opened it in fact, I put it back on the shelf because of
the Jesus material at the end. I was so tired of Christianity, the bear mentioning of it made me
want to puke, because of all I have experienced around it on this planet. I absolutely knew "Jesus"
was "God", and was misnamed, and God is not understood on this world.
But again when I was in the book store, it would move out in front on the shelf and eventually I
began to look at the first portion completely ignoring the Jesus material at the end. The first part
won me over for the memories it brought. I knew this stuff. It was expensive, I could not afford it
and when I got my first credit card, it was my first purchase on it and I brought it home, instead of
reading bits and piece and leaving it on the shelf. I almost couldn't put it down for weeks. I was "in
heaven" for finally, what is truth of the cosmos was in there. I found some faults with it and still do.
There are reasons for those faults. Man cannot have some pearls on this world and it was
important to get it published. I also expected possibly that small portions had be a bit mucked up
by somebody between reception of the material and publication of the book finally in 1955.
Its the best source of cosmology available on this planet. There will be UB #2 to continue the story
which will have the additional history of this planet, as to the galactic warring and other details,
necessarily left out for many reasons. IT IS NOT COMPLETE IN OTHER WORDS, THERE IS
MORE TO BE TOLD.
It is after all 2000+ pages long and a lot for people to chew on, but finally, here was my
remembered COSMOS. I was in great great joy. How I wish I had gotten it years before, when I
was first encouraged to pull it off the shelf. that was probably about 1995 or 1996. I did not
purchase it until 2001, my edition is a 2001 edition.
I post a great deal of information that is not in the Urantia Book or the Phoenix Journals. I do get it
DIRECTLY from MIchael of Nebadon and Esu Immanuel, Monjoronson and others of the
hierarchy, as do others on my team. Have you not noticed there are other telepaths featured on
my website?
I go to craft regularly for meetings. I have been two nights in a row and am going tonight also. I
have met these beings with whom I work personally aboard craft. Esu Immanuel, has been in MY
HOME many times and he does not arrive by knocking on the door.
I did not read about "stasis" any place. I did not read about Jupiter being ignited into a sun. Much
of my information is completely original, and not in other books on this plane. I did read some new
age books and they make me generally want to vomit, they are so bad.
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I went thru several years of communications with those above I work with, before Esu and I put
out our first piece January 31, 2005. I report the ongoing work as do others on my team, plus we
all do teaching according to our individual desires. I assume you have been to the website and
have read telepathic and teaching material also by Hazel, Johan, Eve, Rosie and others. We
share in the journey.
Now I am going to give YOU a statement. You have the free will right to reject any material you
wish. You have the free will right to come into your own knowing, in fact that's the only way its
done. No religion can do it for you. Now Nebadon has COURTS. So does the Superuniverse. You
will never be "judged" on what you do not know, you ARE not held accountable for any ignorance
of the laws.
But you will be Judged for making up deliberate lies against others for the purpose of defaming
them. What you are putting out about me are lies. I walk in my own shoes just as you walk in
yours. I create my life just as you create yours. I am not allowed by my conscience to create
deliberate lies about YOU and your life and Journey, unless your safety were at risk. There would
have to be a very good reason.
While you have the free will "right" on this planet to create lies or deliberately carry lies about me
from others, for the purpose of defamation of OUR WORK, you will stand in the courts of Nebadon
for doing so. I would ponder that carefully. It IS the end of this age.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 11/01/2011 09:56 PM
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I saw this video and thought it appropriate for this subject. The teaching I get from this video is
about not being short-sighted and working for the long run.
In cce it doesn'twork here is the link
[link to www.liveleak.com]
Andyjax
User ID: 1529868
United States
11/02/2011 09:28 PM
i guess i need help in embeding.
i got it! and i thought i was computer savvy, jokes on me.
Last Edited by Andyjax on 11/02/2011 09:39 PM
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11/03/2011 10:13 PM

just found this link in another thread. [link to www.in5d.com] about ascension symptoms. pretty
decent basic information. I did not check the links at the bottom of the article.
Horus In Sun
User ID: 4664729
Australia
11/05/2011 02:27 AM
Well howdy there GLPers!
Been a wierd week and I can attest to those waves of nausea and such Candace.
Sleep isnt helpng, feeling crapped out and exhausted and having all manner of vertigoian
experiences.
I agree about 2012 and the whole black ops bs. If you look closely and especially here in
Australia, 2013 is mentioned alot in their policies as well as their plans for you know what.
I keep trying to teach people that this is happening now, and will be before 2012!
Even though, I dont subcribe to the whole limitation of time at all, as it is only a factor in this
current dimension, there are so many loosely and ungrounded people, using 2012 as a slogan
sounding like something back from the CIA hippy induced mind control jargon of that "time".
Alot of this was also used by many uneducated folks during the Occupy protests, by this I mean,
also lossely termed phrases and catch cries, as well as aggression towards people who werent in
attendaence. In the Hippy times lol, this occoured the same and the whole time the change they
thought they brought into effect was just as above.
It is all about now, now now now folks, the wave is at its crest and surely we'll enjoy the nice white
foam after it has made the shore so to speak.
Interesting time, and yes ships are signalling now more than ever, where I am there is a clear
night sky and many little light shows are available.
The other night I had three ships aligned along a horizontal plane give me a few twinkles.
Time is short and so much looking forward to a reunion.
Kindest Regards,
Brendan.
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So, Your Spiritual Awakening Cost You Some Friends
Have you noticed a change in your relationships with other people lately? Is it sometimes difficult
or awkward to talk to others about spiritual topics? Do you, at times, feel alone in your beliefs?
Have you lost contact with any long time friends recently? You are not alone!
I'm fortunate to have a lot of Facebook friends who post similar types of links. Too many times, I
see a lot of people who talk the talk but are afraid to walk the walk, due to being ridiculed for their
thoughts and posts (GROUPTHINK). I've lost some longtime friends because of this but have
made many, many new ones. Once the ego is released, you no longer worry about conformity and
peer pressure.
Groupthink is a psychological phenomenon that structures various belief systems within a group
of people while discouraging individual creativity and independent thinking. Even within a group of
individuals who are spiritually awakened, you will find groupthink.
If you look at the recorded history of mankind, you’ll find that this history is merely someone’s
interpretation of a landmark event or evolutionary process, backed by eyewitness testimonial,
scientific data, video or faith. The actual truth may be hidden or distorted for many reasons, but
mostly for control and power. Look no further than the origins of mankind and you’ll find a plethora
of creation myths from all cultures with varying dates of our existence. Who’s right?
Can you talk to your friends about the universe? Do they know what a stargate or chakra is? Are
they willing to talk about ascension or spiritual enlightenment?
When you talk to people about the creation myth, they tend to remain inside the box with a belief
system that supports religion’s story of creation, which dates mankind back to 4000 B.C. If you
raise questions about our true origins, it tends to separate people and relationships between those
who think outside the box versus those who think inside the box. When these topics arise within
relationships, they often create dissention. It’s hard for anyone to admit they’ve been deceived for
so long and even more difficult to admit they were possibly wrong in their assumptions.
This is a prime example of how our educational systems keep us locked inside the box without
questioning anything about what we’ve been taught. Those who remain inside the box are afraid
of what others might think if they venture outside the box, so they remain complacent and
subservient while conforming to what society dictates rather than relying on their own discernment
and judgment. People could live their entire lives pretending to be what society expects them to
be and not even know it!
From an ego perspective, our thoughts are basically cultivated by what we’ve learned from our
family, friends, educational systems and religious beliefs, but what have we truly been taught?
What can we say about anything that wasn’t regurgitated to us by someone else?
As evidenced by past life regressions, our previous lives and soul history remain dormant in our
cellular DNA and can be recalled through our subconscious minds through hypnotherapy. Within
your cellular DNA, you actually remember being back with the Source along with all of the things
you wanted to accomplish during this incarnation, as well as all of the challenges you wanted to
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overcome and all of the people who would lead you to where you are. This includes the people
that have come and gone from our lives.
Sometimes, we project to be someone that we expect others to see in us. In psychology, this is
referred to as the shadow self, where we project an identity that conforms to how other people
may perceive us versus being true to who we really are. Some people may find out that they
never knew who they were because they lived their lives through the expectations of how others
will perceive them.
Those who have begun their spiritual journeys may also be confronting these issues, which
initially creates cognitive dissonance. Cognitive dissonance occurs when you get an
uncomfortable feeling caused by holding conflicting ideas simultaneously. This is the transition
period that many of us have gone through, where our beliefs have changed, yet we’re unsure
about relating these new ideas to our friends and family, due to fear or rejection.
As our spiritual journeys continue, we become more comfortable within our own beliefs and less
concerned about how our friends and family view this awakening. This is when the ego becomes
separated from the self and fear is dissolved by love. At this juncture, we begin to talk to
acquaintances, as well as friends and family, about spiritual and metaphysical topics, with less
regard about what they might think of us or how we may be perceived by others.
In time, spirituality will be the predominant frame of mind and it’s likely that those who have
strayed from us will be the first in line to ask for help in adjusting to the new paradigm.
Remember this: You are not alone! Those who truly love you will stand by you, no matter what.
Those people who are no longer part of our lives have already played their role in helping us find
out who we truly are. Sometimes, it takes polarity to be able to differentiate who we are and where
we're going. This is where the unawakened help immensely, by providing that contrast which
allows us to see the differences.
Envision each awakened person across the planet holding a candle. While your individual candle
may not seem like a lot of light, it greatly contributes to making the world FULL of light and keeps
us connected, no matter how far apart we may be. While it may be painful to lose some dear
friends, think about what they have brought to your life and why.
Chances are, you’ll end a few old relationships with people who were, at one time, very close to
you, only to create new relationships with like-minded people. Forgive yourself, as well as your
friends, if you feel badly about this. They came into your life for a reason a season or a lifetime:
Reason, Season, or Lifetime
People come into your life for a reason, a season or a lifetime. When you figure out which one it
is, you will know what to do for each person.
When someone is in your life for a REASON, it is usually to meet a need you have expressed.
They have come to assist you through a difficulty; to provide you with guidance and support; to aid
you physically, emotionally or spiritually. They may seem like a godsend, and they are. They are
there for the reason you need them to be.
Then, without any wrongdoing on your part or at an inconvenient time, this person will say or do
something to bring the relationship to an end. Sometimes they die. Sometimes they walk away.
Sometimes they act up and force you to take a stand. What we must realize is that our need has
been met, our desire fulfilled; their work is done. The prayer you sent up has been answered and
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now it is time to move on.

Some people come into your life for a SEASON, because your turn has come to share, grow or
learn. They bring you an experience of peace or make you laugh. They may teach you something
you have never done. They usually give you an unbelievable amount of joy. Believe it. It is real.
But only for a season.
LIFETIME relationships teach you lifetime lessons; things you must build upon in order to have a
solid emotional foundation. Your job is to accept the lesson, love the person, and put what you
have learned to use in all other relationships and areas of your life. It is said that love is blind but
friendship is clairvoyant.
Author Unknown
Copyright Information: Copyright in5d and Gregg Prescott, M.S.. This content may be freely
reproduced in full or in part in digital form with full attribution to the author and a link to
www.in5d.com.
[link to www.in5d.com]
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Came across this in another thread.
Experimental confirmations of the bioeffective effect of magnetic storms.
Dmitrieva I.V., Khabarova O.V., Obridko V.N., Ragoulskaia M.V., Reznikov A.E.
The institute of terrestrial magnetism and radio waves propagation.
Troitsk, Moscow area.

The results of experiment for determination of influence of geomagnetic field disturbances on a
human organism are considered. We used method of electropuncture diagnostics by R.Voll for
this aim. The method is based on measurement of conductivity in acupuncture points and is
convenient by that allows to estimate deviations from the norm in functioning of various organs in
same units. Local A-index is used as an indicator of geomagnetic field disturbance. The daily
measurements of group (27 persons) have shown presence of a synchronous mass response of
inspected people on magnetic storm. At first it is exhibited as sharp (within 3-4 hours) increase of
conductivity of the all acupuncture points from normal values, that corresponds to a maximum of
adaptational capabilities of an organism. And then - long duration (about 4 day) falling of
conductivity that describes depression of all organs and systems of an organism. The reaction of
adaptation on three magnetic storms of identical intensity going with an interval per week was
registered for a half inspected people. It was found out, that the duration of depression phase and
disbalance of an organism, intrinsic to this phase, depends extremely on a wholeness of an
organism (that is on a power of ties between organs and coordination of their activity), but not on
a type of disease.
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rest at link
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Can you tell us something about the participation of other races in the Earth Changes process?
I'm talking about Andromedans, Sirians, Arcturians, Lyrans, Tau Cetians and the like.
(:-DeeZe
User ID: 1526377
United States
11/06/2011 11:00 AM
RECLAIM YOUR INNER GARDEN Weeding Out the Entanglements and Hindrances to Your
Growth & Development
QUESTIONER: Does Awareness have an opening message please?
COSMIC AWARENESS: This Awareness does indeed have an opening message at this crucial
time in the history of this world and in the history of humankind. The countdown has now begun to
that event that this Awareness has spoken upon many times before, that event of Ascension. Now
the energies are such that it is crucial for each and every individual to start to see within them
what must be seen and recognized as entanglements or hindrances to one's growth and
development. It is now time for the final purging, if you will, of those dark energies that may have
hooked into one, and may have attached to one's being.
It must be understood and remembered that basically those who are in control are the
Orion/Reptilian beings. This has been so for many, many, thousands of years with occasional
glimpses into the Light and at what a government and leadership of Light might look to be - but
primarily the predominant force has been the Orion/Reptilians who have controlled and created a
world based on reptilian thinking, hierarchical order, militaristic outlooks, a warrior mentality based
on cruelty and suppression and oppression.
This period of time that is now unfolding, especially after December 21, 2011, will be the last
period of time before the event a year later in 2012 where the energies that will be released will be
the final energies to eject planet Earth from that form of containment that has kept her bound to
the reptilian energies, the dark energies. This year the unfolding that has already commenced, is
the period of time for each and every individual to look within themselves to find those areas of
their own darkness that may exist within, without having been seen or recognized because it is so
much part of their char-acter, so much part of the norm of things.
It must be understood that the majority of those within the organization Cosmic Awareness
Communications, those who are the members, and who listen to this Awareness and what It
shares, are indeed Beings of Light, are Light Warriors, Seekers of the Highest Truth - and are
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here because it was their choice to be here at this time.
This Awareness has called you Wanderers before and still calls you Wanderers of the Divine, who
go from place to place, time to time, to help with Ascension, help with the raising of
consciousness. This is one of those times again, but as many have lived many physical lives on
this planet they have immersed themselves in the ocean of consciousness that exists which has
been predominantly ruled by the Orions and the Reptilians.
This world is seen as a Reptilian/Orion world by the Galactic Federation and the other forces of
the universe. It is to be understood as a planet of darkness that has had Light patches but is now
seeking to break completely into the Light, and those many who have come to assist at this time
need to do the deepest work in their lives, both of this life and other lives, so that they will be in
the highest state of Light as they approach Ascension.
This Awareness many years ago spoke of the Garden. Each has the Garden within, the Garden of
Eden, the Garden of the Divine, and many have not visited their Garden for many years, if ever,
and the Garden has lain derelict, and has gone to seed.
Often garbage is thrown into one's Garden from outside. One may throw their own garbage into
this Divine Pool of Tranquility and Spirit, and others, society itself, may also have thrown in much
garbage into the Divine Garden. This garbage would be in the form of attitudes and beliefs about
reality that constitute what most believe to be the real world. This Garden exists on the
subconscious level but it exceeds the subconscious lower levels and it exceeds the higher
multidimensional levels as well.
If one's Garden is polluted and corrupted and tainted, if one's Garden has not been looked after or
even visited, this implies that the structure of beliefs and thoughts that govern life have been
imposed upon them or adopted by them, and that they fully subscribe to the Orion/Reptilian order
of things.
As this Awareness has said, the world itself is under this domination, the Elite and those who
serve the Elite with consciousness are aware of this fact, but the majority is unconscious of this.
They are unconscious of that which is their subterranean, inner directed Divine Garden that would
allow them to clean up their lives, to create an amazing life in this physical reality, as well as
provide them gateways into the higher realms of consciousness, and that would allow them to visit
the meta-consciousness that is the God consciousness, where all can go and re-create
themselves and redefine themselves.
This needs to begin with a rediscovery of the Garden or a reinvestigation of it to find out the status
of the Garden. Some have a wondrous Garden where there are many joys and surprises of an
amazing nature. These would belong to those who have long worked at the deeper levels of their
being, who have opened themselves up to God the Divine, God the Almighty, the Essence of
everything and All, and who have allowed the higher levels of consciousness, their own
multidimensional consciousness to guide them forward, to help them see how to create this
garden, how to keep it clean and pure, and how to continue this work, moving themselves
forward, ever forward in their pursuit of Ascension.
CAC Members have Fallen into a State of Unconsciousness
As this Awareness has said, the majority of the members of the organization CAC are those of a
high spiritual nature who somewhat remember themselves but largely have fallen into a state of
unconsciousness, and are seeking to awaken to the deepest truth of their being. It is to those in
particular that this Awareness is sending this message. It is time to return to your garden, it is time
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to go inward and to investigate that which is the inner landscape, to discover that which is
corrupting the Garden, polluting the Garden, corroding the Garden and to release and clean up
those things that do not belong in a Garden of Light and Love, a Garden of Divine Spirit, as you
are all divine spirits.
It is time to let go of the fears and the beliefs that constrict one, that tie one into the physical reality
that has been created according to the Orion/Reptilian agenda. It is time to see exactly how
deeply those teachings and those beliefs go into one's own inner consciousness, and by cleaning
up the garden and taking the time and looking into the darker areas of the garden, one creates
again a garden of beauty and joy, of happiness and peace, of high spiritual attunement and
enlightenment. This is a work of great merit and great worth and a work that must be done in
these final stages of the Ascension process, so that one comes to the highest level they can attain
in their own bid for Ascension.
Call Upon The Light to Eliminate the Darkness
If one sees or feels there is anything dark in their Garden, the easiest way to cleanse this is to call
upon the Light to eliminate any darkness or ties to the Orions and the Reptilians and those that
work for them, to eliminate the beliefs of reality that so govern one as each works through one's
life. By calling the Light into the Garden and asking the Light to illuminate the darkness in the
Garden, the darkness in that which is the inner space, one will acknowledge quite factually and
literally that which is the Light of the Divine, the Light of their own being that each and every
human is connected to truly and earnestly.
This is an earnest effort with direction and focus and intent. It recognizes that even in those who
have the highest spiritual nature there is still a need to clean the Garden, to purify oneself, to bring
Light into one's being, to prepare oneself for that process that is unfolding. Doing this will also help
as the times themselves fall more and more into chaos and, as this Awareness has continually
repeated over the last several months, help each and every individual to go through those periods
of confusion and fear that this Awareness has spoken of and warned against.
Going into fear, becoming intimidated as things unfold is a forgetfulness of the true being of
oneself and one's true nature. Discovering the Inner Garden, working on it, cleansing it clearly,
cleanly, and impeccably will be of the greatest merit and assistance in these unfolding times.
Being in one's Garden will allow one to see their world and their reality from the center of their
own creativity, their own ability to stay in the Light and Love. It will be the eye of the hurricane that
this Awareness has spoken often about and will help them as they move towards Ascension, as
they help others understand the need for this purging and purification of the darkness within their
own being.
As one enlightens their own being, others will see this Light. This Garden is also a sanctuary that
none can intrude unless they are invited in. Make this a place of the Light where the darkness
cannot intrude, where those forces that would seek to keep one oppressed and asleep cannot
enter for they are not invited, they are not allowed. Not only this, but when one holds the Light
Within and the darkness seeks to oppress, it cannot enter into the Light without being
transformed. Therefore, if one creates this Temple of Light, this Garden of Enlightenment, the
dark energies cannot truly enter without having to transform and step into the Light.
They may stand outside and holler and scream at you, they may try to deceive you, and they may
try to lure you into a place of fear and intimidation, but as one learns how to be comfortable within
the Light of their own being, how to be comfortable in the Light of their Internal Divine Garden,
then those dark energies and forces that scream and yell outside of the Garden will have no
effect, and will not destroy or deviate the individual from their true and proper goals. There is
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responsibility in this, and there is a high factor of acceptance that one has this Light within. One
has the responsibility of reclaiming the Garden, of cleaning the Garden, of making it into that
Divine Center of Light and brilliance.
This is the responsibility that lies on the shoulders of each and every human being at this time.
Events will begin to unfold that can either drive one to despair, drive one to jump off the cliff and
plummet down to their death, or those same events can drive one into internalizing, and exploring;
that internalization of the process of defining oneself, refining oneself, of preparing oneself for that
event of great magnitude that is ahead now but a few short months. It is up to each and every
individual to come to some realization that it is time for each and every individual to make a claim
on their inner being and to clarify it, to cleanse it, to purify it, so that they are ready for the journey
and for Ascension.
Not all, of course, will be willing to do this. Indeed, this Awareness still must say that the majority
would rather take the easy way out, simply stay in their comfort zones, believing the lies given to
them or buying in to the fears and doubts that will beset this planet, and already are doing so. But
to those who have heard this message, who will take the time and effort to look inwards and to
work with their own Garden, this Awareness promises that it will be an effort that will have great
reward and will bring one to the higher levels of consciousness that are needed now in these last
months of the unfolding, the last months of this Ascension process.
"I Am The Light, The Light I Am!"
You will be ready for Ascension if you indeed clean up your Garden. This is a task of great
importance and this Awareness lends Its energies to any who call upon It for assistance in doing
so. Remember this: that the easiest way to clean the Garden is to call in the Light and the easiest
way to do this is to use the refrain, the affirmation, "I am the Light, the Light I am." One can add to
this that, "the Garden is in the Light, my Garden is in the Light and I am in the Light of my
Garden". These are affirmations that will make cleaning your Garden, and looking at the dark
areas easier than the old efforts that have been used to purge oneself. It is an easier way to
eliminate the darkness. But in those events where there are aspects of darkness that are difficult
there is help and assistance. You can call upon your low self, you can call upon your High Self,
you can ask for guidance in showing you what is needed to help you clean your Garden and that
assistance and guidance will most definitely be given to you.
It is now time for each and every human who is aware of the process of Ascension and the
unfolding of events to dig deeper, to go inwards, to find the Inner Garden, to reclaim it, and
to clean it up. Do not allow the garbage from others who would throw it into your Garden to
be accepted in the Garden. Eliminate your own garbage from the Garden and you truly
make this a Divine Center within your being. It is part of Ascension; it is part of claiming
the Light. This Awareness is complete with Its opening statement.
Time To Take Responsibility and Reclaim the Garden
QUESTIONER: Thank you, that was quite profound. I have the impression this particular message
will be very meaningful for those who may be in a position where they are not exactly able to
extract any interference with their path. Is this correct?
COSMIC AWARENESS: This is correct. It is to help the many understand that even though they
walk a path of the Spirit, a path of Light and Enlightenment, that it is absolutely necessary to
check out where there may be any attachment unrecognized by them that they have been
carrying for a long while. Such is the deviousness of those in power, those dark powers that they
may have attached themselves to many servants of God, many servants of the Light, and have
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done so in ways so that they stay hidden, and yet their incongruity is often noticed by others.
It is the responsibility of those who have assigned themselves the task of helping in the Ascension
process, of reaching the Light, to themselves look within themselves, and that using the Garden
analogy, understanding there may be parts of the Garden in darkness where these beings lie
hidden, where there may be the garbage of other beliefs and structures that have been thrown
into the Garden or even brought in by the individual themselves due to their training and
upbringing - that it is time to become fully cognitive of this, fully conscious of this, and to take on
that chore, that responsibility. Not with a sense of it being an onerous task or having a resistance
to it, but in joy and happiness, to understand this is a chance to truly cleanse oneself.
For those who may have the need to go deeper and have assistance, the regression therapy this
Awareness has spoken of may be one way to do this, and to find qualified individuals, such as the
Interpreter and others who know how to help individuals regress, to create the Garden, to meet
the low self and the High Self. But this is largely something that is also available to each within
themselves by starting the process of reclaiming the Garden, of even purifying the Garden beyond
what state it might already be in, for those who already know of their Garden and play in their
Garden.
It is a very important task that this Awareness speaks of, for this task will help the many who are
preparing themselves for their Ascension to understand how to reach the even higher levels of
Ascension by taking on this responsibility, by working in the Garden and cleansing it and making it
truly a Divine Place of Light and Love that shines within. As Beings of Light become more
apparent, others who are seeking may come to them and ask how they did this, and they can
share with them the truth of the internal landscape and how important it is to weed out those areas
of darkness in their own Garden; how important it is to make it a place of Light and Love and the
Divine Consciousness.
This will become a grassroots process that others can easily share with one another and those
who are truly interested, those were are truly drawn, who have it as their life purpose to
experience Ascension at this time, can take this simple process of reclaiming the Garden, of
purifying the Garden, and make it their own process and prepare themselves for Ascension. This
is a most highly recommended activity, a most important activity as one prepares for Ascension. Is
this clear?
QUESTIONER: Yes it is. One question comes to mind. For those who may or may not have a
being or entity attached to them, what would be the best procedure to eliminate or to detach that
particular energy?
COSMIC AWARENESS: One simply sees oneself as the Light, hence the affirmation, "I am the
Light, the Light I am". As one speaks this affirmation, one visualizes or imagines oneself as truly
being the Light, of the Light shining from within, from the heart of their being through the heart
chakra, through all other chakras, through the whole body, becoming a Being of Light.
Any dark entities or attachments must fall off, for if they do not then they are tasting the Light of
God, and they must transform or fall away. The attachments in darkness cannot exist in the Light.
If one were to enter a room of darkness, one could stay in that dark room stumbling on the objects
in the room, being fearful of the sounds one hears, the feeling of the presences in the room. One
can stay in darkness or one can turn on the Light.
When the Light is turned on the darkness vanishes, those beings of darkness vanish for they
cannot exist in the Light unless they are wishing to return to the Light. It must be remembered that
all beings will eventually come back into the Light, even those who choose to play in the realms of
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darkness, corruption and evil, but that they too will finally be given the choice to return back into
the Light. There are those who have been in the darkness who are now choosing to return back
into the Light, who are not avoiding the process of the recycling of the soul, but have chosen to
become answerable for those crimes they have committed over the many millennia they have
played in the darkness.
The Greatest Saints Have Also Been the Greatest Sinners
The greatest saints have also been the greatest sinners and this too is part of the cycle of spiritual
evolution: to experience the Light and the dark. While this may be so, eventually the choice is to
return to the highest Light of Love and Consciousness that exists, that being the Divine, that being
God in Its Divine Complete Almighty Essence. The commitment to cleaning up the Garden is a
commitment to Living in Light. As one begins to deal with those entities/energies, those beings of
darkness, one can indeed bring Light onto the situation, and can proclaim themselves as Beings
of Light, "the Light I am, I am the Light".
This way of speaking "I am the Light, the Light I am" brings a degree of the Light back into one's
self and it continually increases as one sees themselves as Beings of Light.
They then can stroll through their own Inner Garden and when they come to those places of
darkness they can enter into those places, bringing the Light into those regions. Those who are in
the darkness must retreat, must leave and eventually with intent, design and coordination must
leave the Garden. As one reclaims the Garden one deals with the garbage, one deals with the
darkness, and one is in the Light, one Is the Light. And in this Light of Being, this Light of
Consciousness, one will be able to bring light upon these dark beings. Is this clear?

Regressing Yourself to Your Inner Garden and Energy Healing –Sharad Sinha

1. Lie down and take few deep breaths slowly through the stomach. Hold the breath for some time
and then slowly release it. Feel all stress and heaviness being released with the breath out. After
6-7 breaths, remove your attention from the breath and let the breath slowly become normal and
calm.
2. Focus on all kinds of sounds in the room and very curiously become aware of them, even the
faintest of them. Slowly increase your radius of perception and as you keep moving become
aware of the sounds coming from far away distances.
3. Do the same thing with smell. While you do this allow the breath to slowly rise up towards your
head as if your head is filling slowly with air like a balloon in a passive way. As the air moves up
scan it curiously for all kinds of smell which are present. This will fill you with much energies and
will bring peace.
4. Relax the muscles around your eyes and release each and every neuron and muscle fiber in
the forehead and brain regions. Feel this relaxation and allow it to spread throughout the body
slowly.
5. Bring your awareness to your feet and toes and feel them from inside and become aware of the
relaxation which is spreading in the feet. Feel your feet slowly expanding and getting numb and
quiet. Notice the sensation of coolness.
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6. Do this with other body parts such as calf muscles, knees, thighs, waist, stomach area, in and
around the heart area, chest, shoulders, arms, fingers and head. During the process, as you move
towards your thighs and above feel your awareness as a ball of light and love spreading in all
directions, putting any and all internal organs into a state of perfect peace and rejuvenation.
7. Then after some time visualize yourself standing on top of a staircase with twelve steps. Slowly
count from 12 to 1 and with every count keep going down one step at a time. As you keep going
down become more aware of the staircase, what they are made of, how do the steps feel beneath
the feet and if there is anything to hold on to. As you reach the end of the staircase you will find
yourself standing at the gates of your own private Garden.
8. Feel the gates of the Garden, open it and lock it from inside. Now you can explore your Garden.
Every step you take you become more and more aware of the flowers, plants, trees and other
things in the Garden all around you.
9.After some time go to the center of the garden and sit in a comfortable, meditative posture. Feel
the ground and become aware of very thick roots growing from your spine like that of a big tree
and let them go down into theEarth slowly. Feel the layers of the Earth and its contents as the
roots continue to grow and reach deeper. As the roots become more stable feel Mother Earth
taking away all negative and heavy vibrations to transmute them, and in return allow the Earth to
send you colorful healing vibrations through these roots. Your body is made up of Earth and the
Earth knows how to nurture and heal it. You just have to allow it.
10.Now become aware of the pillar of Light on top of your head waiting to enter through your
crown chakra. Allow the Divine light to slowly descend down and move from one chakra to
another doing the healing and transmutation. From each chakra point the energies will also
spread throughout your body, and after some time you will notice each and every fiber of your
being vibrating with high frequencies. Now you are connected to the Earth below and heavens
above. Sometimes the energies may become very intense, especially when they are trying to go
past a blockage. But it’s ok, these energies know how to work and what to do.
11.Once you have become a vibrating and joyous ball of Love and Light allow the Light from you
to spread all around you in your Garden and illuminate every corner of it. Say the affirmation “This
is my private Garden and it deserves the best. I reclaim my Garden. Let there be Love and Light.
Let there be Joy”. This is an excellent time to feel and contemplate "I am the Light, the Light I am."
12. Now count from 1 to 12 and slowly come back to your body with all your energies feeling
perfectly alright and healthy. Enjoy the bliss!
Be aware that this your own private Garden and no one can intrude unless you permit. Once you
are in the Garden you can try various techniques of introspection and healing. After such energy
works this Garden is the best place to meet your High Self and spirit guides who are of equal or
higher spiritual development than yours. If you call forth someone you have the full right to ask
them to stay or leave. You can tell their nature just by looking at them and you will become aware
of how they feel. Your High Self and similar entities will make you feel joyous and uplifted.
If someone can read these instructions in a soft voice, or if you can record your own voice, this
becomes much more effective and easier, but doing it yourself is perfectly fine if you can manage
to stay awake and not fall asleep in the process.
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